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FOREWORD

This volume is the fourth of a series of Radiological Defense Manuals
issued by the Armed Forces Special Weapons Project for training purposes in • ., *
the Department of Defense. The objective of Volume IV is to present certain = - - .
phases of the radiological instrumentation program in such form as to assist -
defense personnel in preparing themselves for the complex detection problem
which must be faced during atomic warfare.

Aspects of the program are presented as seen today. It is anticipated -
that research and development now under way will make many of the in-
struments herein described obsolete within a period of 18 months.

The volume combines with the description of specific instruments a basic
consideration of the mechanism of radiation detection and an indication of
possible operational use, so that field personnel may be given a comprehensive
picture of the role to be played by radiological instrumentation during atomic
warfare.

K. D. NICHOLS
Major General, USA ._
Chief, Armed Forces Special Weapons Project

JANUARY 1950
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RADIATION INSTRUMENTS FOR MILITARY USE
Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

lie( (levelopinent of tile atomic liomi) and the politic use, radium radiographic and therapeutic 4

;ible d ev elopuilenlt of radiological wvarfare use, isotope research and therapeutic use, cosmic
tits requiire that fiituire military plans, contain a ray research, an(I investigations with high energy
alnn enipliasis' oil radiological (defense. Inst ru- accelerators. -Military instruments in general
its are a basic reqliiri'Jiient in) anly such defense require, in addition, an ability to withstand rough
I, since nature has-, not equipped man wvith usage undler extreme weather, temperature, and
;es capable of responding to nuclear radiations, geographic conditions. They shouldl also be made
'Parab~le daumage mayfl le produiced In high as simple and foolproof as is possible within the R.
Insity fieldls which cannot l)e recognized with- limits of their (letocting requirement.
thle use of Suitable instruments. The field of radiological instrumentation, as it

,ince the first atomnic lbomnl explosion, increuis- applies to the (lefense establishment, has been
emphalmsis and thoughlt have b~een placed upon assiniedl the name "RADIAC''. This new word
(heveloplnielit of julst rumnenits suitable tor mlili- for time military vocabulary has been taken from

v use. Thie inst rumentat ion requirenments are thle initial letters of-RAdiation, Detection, In-
iiany respects simiilar to those which have been dication, And Ciomputation.
oun1t ered in X-ray radiographic and thera-

.. . . .. .
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Chapter 2

RADIATION IN GENERAL *p

2.01 Introduction charged alpha and beta particles and to the -

Radiation, in the sense in which we are con- electrically neutral gamma rays. Of these radia- .

cerned, means nuclear emissions and is not tions, the greatest emphasis is placed on measure- I. . - . .. -

concerned with the radiations which are manifest ment of gamma rays. Table I gives some rough

as radio waves, heat, and light (1) (2).* It is comparisons of die characteristics of alpha and
possible to separate these nuclear emissions into beta particles and gamma rays.

electrically charged and electrically neutral The measurement of neutrons will become %
categories, important in conjunction with the operation of

The electrically charged radiation consists of nuclear reactors for power production or the
particles in motion such as: propulsion of ships or aircraft. Detection of

neutrons involves some specialized applications
beta (0) particles (electrons--e-) of the detecting principles which will be discussed.
protoa () prils(hydrogen nuclei) H (omilitar However, a detailed description of neutron detec-

tion will be omitted, since neutrons at present are
of limited interest to the Defense Establishment. - '

positron (positive electron) (no military It should be noted that there are certain
importance)T electicaneu l relements which give off pure alpha and pure beta .L: ,

The electrically neutral radiation consists of: radiations. Gamma radiations are produced_,
neutron (n) only as an after-effect of either an alpha or a beta
gamma rays (-y) emission. With very minor exceptions, there is

X-rays (not considered as a nuclear radiation) no such thing as a pure gamma emitter, although
Except in a few unique applications, military in some cases the alpha or beta emissions may be
consideration is given to the measurement of the so weak as to be virtually indetectable.

TABLE I.-CCharacteristics of nuclear radiation

Radiation Nature Energy Ionizing power in air Penetration Range in standard air ,.'.

Alpha Par- Heavy positively High4-9Mev** High 40,000-250,000 5.5Mev-4.06 x 7 Mev-6.0 cm '--

ticle charged particle. ion pairs; 20,000- 10-3 cm in Al- 5 Mev-3.48 cm W,
Helium nucleus 80,000 ion pairs umium 2.0 Mev-1.0 emr
He-+. Velocity 0 per centimeter 0.2 Mev--0.17 cm
to 2 x 109 cm/sec. " " .

Beta Par- L i g h t negatively Up to Me- Medium 30-300 ion 0.15Mev-l.0 mm; 0.2 Mev-37cm
ticle charged particle. dium High, pairs per centi- 2 Mev-3.5 mm 2 Mev-840 em - . - -

Electron e-. Ve- 0-3 Mev meter in Aluminum
locities up to
99.7% that of
light

Ganona Ray Electromagnetic ra- Low to Me- Low 0+ Lower intensity Thickness to reduce
diation. W a v e dium High, expotentially intensity of 1 Mev
length front 5 x 0.03 - 2.6 along its path to one-half:
10-10 to 4 x 10-8 Mev Air-350 feet
cn,. Uncharged Lead-0.9 cm

.Mesv=Million electron volt=-=-mount of work done when one electron is accelerated by a potential difference of one million volts.

*Nunbers, in parentheses indticate reterenres on page 83 of this manual. -

3
Z-
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RADIAC -

2.02 Electrically Neutral Radiation In some cases, photons of gamma radiation
The fact that gamma (or X-rays)are uncharged shownbehave like billiard balls and produce the effect "

means that it is not possible to detect them shown in figure 2b. Energy is absorbed from the

directly with present types of measuring equip- incident photon to eject an electron. The scat- \*-.......-

ment. Fortunately these radiations in their tered photon has, as a result, lower energy than
passage through matter produce secondary proc- the incident photon. This effect is important in .

esses which allow measurement. the range of energies up to roughly 1 to 10 Mev. , fi•|

In order to understand the methods of measure- C. Pair Production .' X,.

ment of gamma rays, it is necessary to consider With high energies above 1 Mev, pair produc- , , . " ,
the manner in which neutral radiation is absorbed. tion becomes possible, and becomes predominant V

It can be shown that absorption, or attenuation, in the region 5-12 Mev and above, being more .
takes p~lace by several processes, the most mi- important in absorbers of high atomic weight. :..

portant being the following: Diagrammatically, this is shown in figure 2c where
A. Photoelectric Effect a high energy gamma photon is absorbed by pro-

As shown in figure 2a, an atom irradiated duting a pair of electrons. As shown all three
Ait s gamma rays absorbstheradiationbyejecti methods of absorption result in the production of

wvith ganmm rays absorbs the radiation by ejecting high energy electrons which are electrically charged
an electron. This type of absorption is dependent particles of the same general type as beta particles. • - - .patile tof th same gedium , type as be apatcl s

on the absorbing medium, but as a rough rule, is It should be reemphasized that only if un- -..

only importaint with gamma rays having energies charged radiations are instrumental in producing '.:

below 0.1 'Nlev. charged radiations through some secondary proc-
B. Compton Effect ess can they be detected or measured by the " ' "'"

various means which will be discussed. "

2.03 Electrically Charged Radiation

Q EJED Several possibilities present themselves for the .... .

PHOTON OF • PHOTOELECTRON measurement of electrically charged particles.
NMethods employing gas ionization prove to be .

e- the most convenient and practical. When a
a. Phnmo ,,.c? n,, ,,,o~op ,,,r,,,, p ,, charged particle enters a gas it may act on a .

neutral gas atom or molecule with sufficient .-

SCATTERED energy to remove one or more electrons. This
PHOTON process is called ionization and results in a single '

neutral atom or molecule being split into two (or L. " ,
COMPTON RECOIL more) electrically charged particles-the negative

"EL.ECTRON electron(s) and the positively charged remaining

e- portion of the atom or molecule. The removal of

1). (amnma ray photon absorbed through the production of a lower energy gamma a single electron produces what is called an ion
photon a,,d a recoil electron. pair. The energy required to produce ion pairs

eL depends upon the particular gas involved. In the

ELECTRON case of air, which is a mixture of gases, the average t

loss of ener.gy by the electrically charged particle
M •is about 32.5 electron volts for each ion pair pro-

PHOTON PSITRON duced. This does not mean that 32.5 electron
PHOTON volts go into the formation of the ion pair.

. Gamama photo,, teing ah.,r,,ed with the production ofan electron pair. Thil Actually, only about half of this value is used :." .. . ..

only, occr... in the rici••y ofthe .. u...r... specifically to strip off the electron in an ionizing
Fignre ?. Gamma ray absorption. collision. The remainder of the 32.5 electron .'.- ..

Three met hods of ga,,,ma ray ahsorption arc shown 1y volts is given up in the excitation of gas molecules : .- ::-.-:

meatis of schematic diagrams. It will he noted that a in inelastic collisions which do not produce ions -

negative electron (e-) is produced by each method. or in providing kuietic energy to the members of - ...,..-

4

%.- ...--.

, o.-1 * .. o
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RADIAC

and ion pair if ionization is produced. We will of an electrically charged particle will recombine
discuss later the excitation phenomenon in con- to form neutral molecules. In the case of air at
nection with certain crystals, but for the moment atmospheric pressure the life of an ion pair is
ionization is of the greatest interest, believed to be in the order of five minutes. If,

In the process of ionization, particles having prior to recombination, the particles are subjected
greater electrical charge will produce greater to an electric field, they will move under the in- ,
ionization. Also, the more massive particles fluence of the field, the positive ions toward the
moving with lower velocities will present longer negatively charged cathode, and the negative ions
periods of time in which forces can act and, as a toward the positively charged anode. A gas filled -.

result, will be more effective in producing ioniza- chamber containing electrons which have sufficient -',

tion than less massive particles. As an example, strength to collect all of the initially formed charge Y
the transit in air of the negatively charged beta is called an ionization chamber. The electric fieldf- -
particle will produce between 30 and 300 ion pairs strength required for charge collection in chambers
per centimeter of path length with the higher generally is between 15 and 120 volts per centi-
ionization occurring for lower beta particle ener- meter and usually is not critical. This voltage .
gies. The heavier, doubly charged positive alpha corresponds to the field necessary to collect the
particle will produce anywhere from 20,000 to ions prior to appreciable recombination and is not . .
8O,000 ion pairs per centimeter of travel, high enough to produce additional ion pairs as the

The ion pains produced in a gas by the transit ions travel to the collecting electrodes.

*%*'. %F -" ,- --. ,-

* •

V .

5 0...'.'-'; -.... s . ¶0
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Chapter 3

IONIZATION CHAMBER

3.01 Introducion practice, form C is little more than an adaptation .-.

With appropriate forms of chambers all ionizing of the cylindrical condenser in B. - . - .:'radiations can be detected (4). In the case of The anode and cathode previously mentioned, - -,'- -

radaton cane bee detecte (4) Incroe the cas ofpe
heavily ionizing radiations such as alpha particles may take the form of electrodes in a simple elec- . . %
(and in some cases electrons), separate ionizing troseope in which the chamber (container) forms
events can be counted in a manner similar to that one en
which will be described for Geiger-Mueller and foil form the other electrode as shown in figure 3.
proportional counters. Design characteristics of The electrostatic field produced by the positive
instruments are thoroughly entwined with opera- charge on the central electrode and the negative -. '.
tional usage and the type of radiation involved, charge on the case exerts a force on the charge -" "'

In general, the chambers are built around three on the gold leaves which causes the leaves to
Sseparate. Ions formed inside the chamber by ,-. .-:- ,-basic forms:

A. Two parallel electrode plates, one highly radiation will neutralize the charge on the gold

insulated and directly connected to the measuring foil leaves, and the leaves will move together. 0-..-. ..- -. -. -.Thus, within certain limits, it is possible to read - -
part of the instrument.

B. Cylindrical electrode with a coaxial collect- radiation dose as a function of position of the .' -- '--'
ing rod. sensitive element of an electroscope (3). An

ingro.lentrsitive has no external voltage source, how- A L
C. Rectangular box with an internal collecting electroscope hoo

network (sometimes called a Christmas tree). In ever, if the instrument used for the measuremento. .. .

of the electric charge collected in an ionization
chamber utilizes a continuous external voltage
for its operation it is called an electrometer.

3.02 Pocket Dosimeter

A useful military instrument is the quartz fibre

CASE (NEGATIVE INSULATOR pocket dosimeter which is a modified version of the
C GE) Lauritsen Electroscope (1). A dosimeter is pic- '-

tured in figure 4. This instrument, about the . *...

size of a fountain pen, utilizes a metallic coated
quartz fibre some five microns (0.0002 inch) in

diameter as the sensitive moving element in place
of the thin gold foil in our previous example.
The instrument incorporates a small compound
microscope for viewing the fibre against a cali-
brated scale. Some type of light source must be
available in order to see the scale and fibre. -

LEAVES OF \These dosimeters, having a full scale sensitivity
0.2 roentgen (r),* are in common use for measur-
ing integrated gamma ray exposures. Work is

(POSITIVE CHARG) under way to produce pocket dosimeters having
full scale readings, perhaps as high as 200 roent-
gens. Pocket dosimeter reading and charging is '

Fiqure S. Laboratory type eertrosrope. shown in figures 5 and 6. " -.

Separation of leave. is caused by the repulsive force *Seepage 52 for an exact definition of a r9entpen. (This is a unit of measure- .
between two like charges. ment of gamma or X-ray dosage rate or absorption.) , .. ,.

.......... ......... ..- ... "

0 a ....... _:..-.... . . . . . .
-,---.-.--.".-'----- 0-.
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CONTACT FOR 00ANG"4 END aowingOW

MAWIC MAGNEY

¾ASEI OVARGING TEVmINAL

QoSARN SAOR 4t

,S~ULK"~

- UARTZ FIBRE ELECTROSWOE -

FIXED METAL OUTER ELECTRODE . .-

MOVEABLE PIK METAL S.
COATED QUARTZ FIBRE OSJCTV¶E LEISEB

F7 Figure .5. Reading the pocket dosime~er.

A light source must be available to see the scale and
fibre. Here a reading is made using sky light for 11-
lumnination. -

in as a part of the instrument. Dosage rate is
obtained by timing the rate of electroscope fibre

SCAE ETILEmovement. Timing is accomplished by the re-
petitive flashes of a neon lamp which appears to
the viewer just above the microscope scale. Since .-

the instrument keeps its calibration over extended
periods of time, it is used as a secondary standard.Z

EYEPIECE LENSES',.

Figure P.Jocket dosimeter.

Shownj is the dosimeter with the magnetic charging de- T
vice recently developed by Dr. F. R. Shionka of the7
Argonnte National Laboratory. A magnet in the charger.
repels the dosin-eter magnet and moves it into position so
that the electroscope can be charged. 'Many dosimeters
ihicorlporate diaphragm charging terminals such as that
shown with the pocket chamber in figure 8.

3.03 Drift Meter

A mediuim sized portable gamima measuiring,
alphia and beta indlicatinlg, survey instrument has
been built withi a quartz fibre sytmsimilar to I
that used in the pocket diosimeter. In some areas
thtis instrument goes under the name Landsrerk
A'lect ro.'4ope. Thie unit has an enlarged chiamber
1nid is desig-ned for portable but riot pocket use.
Since it is not at pocket device the chiarger is built Figure 6. Charging a pocket dosimeter. - '-

8
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.EYEPIECE RADIAC AeL
CONTROLS.. 6-- -

CARRYING STRAP ~:--
RETICLE

QUARTZ Fl ES ELECTROSC PE

CHM& LU IONLM

ALPHIA WINDOW (1BOTTOM)

Figure 7. Schematic drawing of quartz fibre survey instrument.
Thin windows in the hottom and end of the chamber case make possible the detection of beta and alpha radiations.

The instrument can be made extremely rugged as as a result, less costly than the pocket dosimeters
a gammna readling instrument. The problems ($5 as compared to $40). They have a use in
associated with thin windows necessary for alpha military operations where it is desired for one .*..

andI beta adlmission to the chamber will he dis- reason or another to prevent the wearer from N..%- .

riiss('d later. Figure 7 shows a type of commer- knowing the dose he has received. A great numn- *~

emil11Y available drift meter. ber of pocket chambers are in use which have a 4--A*

3.04 Pocket Chamber ~~~total sensitivity of 0.2 roentgen gamma exposure. ................. ................................. A

30 PoktCabrOther pocket chambers are being constructed -...........

The charge on the chamber electrodes can be whchaegmasnivtesol0irotesnieaiird, nd ny ecrese n carg ovr a and there are considerations of chambers reading
period oftnc(a ~ airtdt ieamaue as high as 1000 roentgens. The wearing and reading
of tihe radiation dosewhich has produced the charge o oktcabr ssoni iue n 0
decrease. For a niumber of years thimble chambers 30
have been built to record X-ray dosages up to
2500) roentgens for energies between 0.08 and 0.25 Mletal coated quartz fibres mounted on a torsion
M ev. fibre between electrodes are used as electrometers

The pocket chamber, figure 8, again about the for ion detection. Several forms have been de-
size of a fountain pen, is an instrument utilizing veloped which have found some use in the labora- Ir *
this principle. Usually the instrument required tory measurement of alpha particles and low
to place the charge on the pocket chamber is used energy beta rays. The application of an external
fit sonic later time to read any decrease in charge. pote ntial to the electrodes produces an instrument
Theuse inistrumeints are more simply designed, and which is somewhat more sensitive than the dlec-

I l-4.0--.'i-2 9 ~
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POLYSTYRENE
INSULATOR OCKET CUP

"-...-'L.-*->'-.' ---::--

BAKELITE ELECTRODE ~i.
(INTERIOR SURFACE .'"...

COATED WITH ALUMINUM CENTRAL
GRAPHITE) ELECTRODE (COATED

WITH GRAPHITE)

Figure 9. Wearing a pocket chamber.

sible radiation dose (industrihl tolerance level)
POLYSTYRENEI for one day, an average current of 3 x 10-12 amperes
INSULATOR FLEXIBLE would be produced. Such minute currents requireS•- /CHARGING

ARNthe use of vacuum tube amplifiers and special
DIAPHRAGM handling techniques in order to make proper

measurements. These special electronic circuits
are known as electrometer circuits.

ir
CAP ---- ?_L 3.06 Cham~WT CIhamcenisfics

Figure 8. Personnel pocket chamber. The characteristics of a particular radiation

This is a non self-reading gamma dosage indicating which enter into ionization chamber design are
device about the size of a fountain pen.

troscope. In most general use in this country are P....-

te Wuf an the Lindemann electrometers. How-. . .
ever, aside from possible laboratory usage the .
quartz fibre electrometer has little military appli-
cation.

If radiations are allowed to produce ions in the
space between two electrodes, as shown in figure
13, an(i an electric field is induced to pull the ions ,___-_-__________._
from the region in which they were created the
positive ions will move toward the cathode
(central wire), and the electrons which are .
produced at the same time will move in the
opposite direction toward the anode (chamber
case). Current will therefore flow in the circuit
until all ions are collected. This ionization cur-
rent is very small. In the case of a one-litre
chamber having air under standard conditions of
temperature and pressure the maximum permis- Figure 10. Charging and reading the pocket chamber.

10
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RADIAC

1he size of the source to be measured, and the TABLE II.-Range of beta particles in aluminum .

•ange of dose rate anticipated. The physical EmMe mTk . .

,haracteristics of the chamber which can be varied 0.15 --------- 0.1 30S 0.5 ------------------
~

bo meet various requirements are- .5-------------------------0.6 160 .. ..

1.0 _ -- - -- - -- 1.5 409

1 Chamber Window 2.0 --------------------- 3. 5 951
2 Chamber Wall Material 4.0 ---------------------- 7.5 2,035

3 Pressure and Type of Chamber Gas It is customary in all types of nuclear work to meas-
4. Chamber Volume ure window thickness in mass per unit area

(mg/cm 2) since this gives a good practical unit of 9 ŽV • . ,

3.07 Chamber Window absorption that can be used for the measurement
of very thin films. These thicknesses indicate in

Gamma rays have penetrating powers which that there is only a moderate problem of getting
eliminate the requirements of admission windows. beta particles into chambers for laboratory use.
This is fortunate since the greatest number of The problem of making chambers with beta
military instruments will be gamma-reading, windows capable of rough usage is another much
and it is much easier to make a fully packaged more difficult problem. One form of alpha-beta-
instrument rugged. This is not the case with gamma portable ionization chamber survey meter
either alpha or beta particles. Beta particles are is shown in figure 11.
characterized b)y a relatively low penetrating In the case of alpha particles there is consider-
power. Beta particles having an energy of 2 Mev ably less penetration than with beta particles. A
have a range of slightly greater than eight meters 5 Mev alpha particle has a range of 3.5 centimeters
in standard air. With aluminum as the absorber, in air; therefore, it is readily seen that there is a
maximum beta penetrations are roughly as shown real problem in getting an alpha particle into a 4&

in table II. chamber. Few windows are sufficiently thin for .- -

METER- -_ ...- o: .:.,

OFF &kON AND '''.... .:""""

RANGE SELECTOR

WINDOW SLIDE CONTROL ...-.- , .r

;.-; ....- -. . .

CHAMBER ýCARRYINQ :,., . ..V .'~.'.....-'.''- 2 "- .

CENTRALSTRAP

ALPA DM INT• .: - :--.:.--
WINDOW SLIDE CONTRO0L

THIN MOVEABLE
WINDOWS FOR ALPHA
AND BETA RADIATIONS

IN BASE IRCUITRY

BATTERIES
FIGURE I1. Alpha-bef.,-gamma portable ionization chamber survey meter.

Because of the thin window, this instrument type has a doubtful future as a military instrument.

----- '...-...-.-- -...-- ,....-,.-..-.-...-..-.-..-..-....-..
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RADIAC * -

alpha admission. Thin mica and stretched nylon walls with nonmetals of low atomic number and
and rubber hydrochloride films about 5 microns writing specifications:-,.-.. .
thick anti with a mass as low as 0.5 milligrams per " . .... the chamber will be air equivalent % •j V.,
square centimeter have been used with some suc- and wave length independent to within ± 20%
cess. However, even with these extremely thin from 80 Kev to 1.5 Mev quantum gamma
films, the alpha particle will lose from one to two
centimeters of range during its penetration. It Since the ultimate usage of these instruments is

becomes apparent that alpha chambers stand little for health protection, it is desirable to have the
chance of developing into instruments for field use. inner wall coating approach the absorption of " .'

human tissue. Tissue is composed primarily of ,
3.08 Wall Material the light elements-hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, X .r 3V

and carbon. Chamber walls therefore are made of
bakelite or plastic containing a high percentage of ,.

The wall material is of little importance to carbon atoms or coated on the interior with a
chaml)ers (levote(l to alpha and beta measure- layer of colloidal carbon.
nuents; however, the wall material becomes serious
wit h gamma-measuring chambers since the gamma 3.09 Pressure and Type of Chamber Gas
ray measurement stems from its absorption in the The thin windows required to admit alpha I
int('rior face of the chamber wall. Through the particles prohibit the use of any gas other than air
mean gamma energies of 0.5 to 1.5 Mev the various and at any pressure other than that of the normal
mechanisms of absorption produce a fairly uniform outside atmosphere. Little success has been .

secondary response. The process of photo-electric found in any gas other than air for beta measure- -. .
absorption becomes increasingly efficient for metals ments. It should be pointed out that aircraft --

at lower energies, and a metallic chamber will give transportability and possible use in the air pre-
readings disproportionately high when subjected eludes the possibility of hermetically sealing at -.

to low energy gamma rays. As a result, much normal atmospheric pressure ion chambers having . -- '-I
effort is placed into coating the interior chamber thin windows. The minute currents to be dis-

Figure 12. Ioniza-ion ctarnibers.

Frorn left to right are the iotnizationi chamtbers frotnt (a) Victoreen 247A 11'%-3/PD) cut open to show the chamber
itrocollect ing e-Ict!rodle, andI electromietecr circuit (toll); (b) National Technical Laboratorv M X-6 I-4,11 7

cuit opjeti to 'l~ow thle collectinug elect rode -A'stem; (c) Victorcen Miodel 300 protexinteter (A N/1'DR-2) broken open
i it ht onld the atuotlu "owinug: (d) lxelleY-Koett mnanuftactuired A N/I)R-T- I in which the senisitive electromneter

(irci is lii u-c I in a compIart nit-t uadjacent to the collecting chamber. Tb is comnpartmenett is above the chamuberin

12
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RADIAC

Issed in subsequent sections indicate the necessity J% %, ... *-

r maintaining high insulation between electrodes; , .-

ierefore, any breather holes, to maintain equilib-
urn between internal and external pressure, must
)ntain drying compounds to prevent moisture % - Z

,om entering the chamber.
In the case of an ionization chamber for gamma

icasurement, there is some point to using a gas
ther than air at perhaps some elevated pressure .... <.t...

1 order to increase the effective gas cross section.-
nd increase the chamber sensitivity. Freon 12 R
nd argon have been employed in the chambers Figure is. Ionization chamber circuit. -

f potal instruments.%, o

fportable instruments, since it is not possible to make measurements

.10 Chamber Volume across resistors having values of the order of mag-

An increase in sensitivity is provided by an nitude of 101 ohms In addition, if our example -
lwrcase in chamber volume; however, with the were taken in the range of daily tolerance intensi- -

riajority of portable survey instruments, the ties, say 4 milliroentgen per hour (0.004 r/hr), the

perational desires are for smaller, more compact potential drop across R would be 0.037 volts. L
quipments. Three chambers from different por- Vacuum tubes therefore are required as a means

able survey instruments and one chamber from of amplifying voltage and currents of this order of .

group dosimeter are shown in figure 12. The magnitude.

ihysical size and shape of insulators are all that limit The common types of vacuum tubes have been

he smaller sizes of chambers. Large chambers are rejected for ionization current amplifiers. The

imited by the high voltage required to insure ion normal tubes have an extremely small flow of cur- . ....- ....

ollhction. Any type of corona discharge as the rent from grid to cathode, known as the grid cur-

esult of high voltage will produce ions which will rent, which may be of the order of magnitude of

;ive spurious readings. 10- amperes. However, 10-9 amperes when al-
lowed to flow through a resistance of 10" ohms will,-.. -

.11 Electronic Characteristics produce a potential drop of some 100 volts. Elec- .. ... A

The simplest arrangements consist of a central trometer tubes, specifically designed with grid cur-
,ollhcting probe through the center of the chamber rents of 10-15 amperes or less are being manufac-
ks one electrode and the interior of the chamber tured for use in ionization chamber instruments. . . .
-ase as the other electrode with a battery con- Low grid currents are obtained by operating the
iected across the two. Under normal ionization tubes at low filament temperature and by placing • -'. %. - - -

.hamt)er usage the negative terminal of the battery screen grids between the filament and control grid. -
s attached to the central probe, and the positive These screens are at a very slight positive poten- A

erminal to the chamber wall (note that the tial so as to collect the electrons normally surround-
'everse is true for proportional and Geiger counters). ing the cathode. A group of electrometer tubes - " '
Xith the arrangement as shown in figure 13, it is are shown in figure 14.
)ossible to determine the voltage across the resistor In addition to the low grid current characteris-
?. Knowing the volume of the chamber, current tics, the electrometer tubes are designed to insure
low can be calculated, since a radiation dose rate extremely low leakage currents. These currents .
)f one roentgen per hour causes a current flow of are held to a minimum by operating the tube at
).28X l0-1 amperes per cubic centimeter of cham- low plate voltage and current. Extreme care ......

)or gas volume. For example, if we consider a must be taken in the handling of electrometer
elatively large chamber having a volume of one tubes, since body oils deposited on or near the tube
itre and an extremely high resistance for R of base may cause serious leakage currents. .-
0() ohms; then a current flow of 9X 10-1 amperes Special manufacturing techniques also are re-
'ill cause a voltage across R of 9 volts per r/hr. quired to produce resistors up to 104 ohms. Five

rlhis value is sufficiently high to be of some value, such resistors, carefully sealed in glass, are shown --

In practice, the voltage is not utilized directly, in figure 15.

13
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Chapter 4 -.

GAS AMPLIFICATION " '"."" """

o)nizationi chamber voltages are relatively weak, each particle entering the chamber will produce a
6vever, if higher voltages are applied to the definite number of ion pairs, and these ions will :.'- "

tuber electrodes, a gas amplification can be be collected at the electrodes, thereby producing -.
ained (5). When the electron from an ion pair a pulse of current in the external circuit. - -- ; '
iven greater energy than the ionization energy If the size of the pulse is plotted as a function of _-___-____._____,___

he atom or molecule of a gas, it may produce the voltage applied to the electrodes, a curve such
[itional ionization as shown diagramatically in as that shown in figure 20 is formed.
ire 18. Gas amplification also can be obtained Below a certain minimum voltage across the
reducing the energy required to ionize the chamber we do not collect all the ions which are r-...

.mh1er gas through the choice of a suitable gas formed, because in this region of low voltage, 0-a,
by decreasing the chamber pressure so as to ions have an opportunity for recombination prior"-
rease the mean free path and the energy of the to collection. At slightly increased voltages, a-b, ,, .
izing particle, normal ionization chamber working conditions are
If we consider the counting chamber and cir- reached. Above voltage a the pulse size becomes
try as shown in figure 19 with the chamber relatively independent of the voltage, since there
)osed to a constant energy source of radiation, is a complete collection of all ions formed by the . -

SENSITIVITY
METER ADJUSTMENT OFF AND ON AND . A .

(CHANGEABLE SCALES) INSULATOR RANGE SELECTOR/ SWITCH•. .. . .

HANDLE '" "" ' -""

SBATTERY

GH RESISTANCE
RESISTORS

010- IO•4 OHM) •'.]11 ••• •

.ECTROMETER ZERO SET
TUBES

IONIZATION LOOP FOR

lAMBER WALL . CARRYING
STRAP

.-. CHAMBER"""""

VOLTAGE
BATTERIES

CHAMBER , -i

ELECTRODE

FILAMENT
BATTERIES 0

Figure 17. Ionization chamber surrey meter.

Gamma-measuring instruments of this type are probably the most important military survey instruments. .
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RADIAC A
- - - The same length of travel with a 1 Mev beta

particle:
(30)(1.6XI-9P10 9

4 .8 X10 -7 Volts10-1

One would expect a slightly larger voltage, say
4 1 0-7volts to be produced as the result of the h ~ --

W secondary electron produced in the. absorption of

-a 1 M'\ev' gamma ray. Assuming photoelectric
absorpt ion of the gamma ray, some energy is *-.~. .

w~0/ requiredl for ionization, some energy will perhaps.V \
0

go into kinetic energy of the products of ionization.,

M ~and there may be some excitation of other elec- r

ILIIQ trons in thle ionized atom. At any rate, it would be
F ~exlpecte( that the photoelectron would be prodlucedl

57 with very slightly less energy than the I Mlev beta

0 C d 9 particle and because of its lower velocity (seeL

VOLTAGE page 4) will produice a slig-htly greater number
Figure 20O. Palse size as a f unction of voltage from a chain- of ion pairs per centimneter of travel in the

ber exposed to a constant energy source of radiation. (lafle.I h iah~ri uha ilepn

a 1) Ionization)1 chambewr region all time energy of the beta particle or photoelectron,
hc Proport ional region the total numiiner of ion pairs produced by the -

e-d Limited proportional region bt atcewl ~ lgtyi xeso hs
d-e Geiger region eamlil il esihl n xeso hs

above c Countimiouis discharge region pirodllced~ by the gamma ray photoelectron. 7

0 a-

71



Chapter 5

PROPORTIONAL COUNTER -

5.01 The Proportional Region we are able, within limits, to differentiate between

At some higher voltage b in figure 20 the above the pulses produced by alpha particles and the .%-'".-.relationship would ccase to exist, and pulses would pulses produced by either beta or gamma radia-
**%", ** . *- % .*: ., ".be found larger than predicted. The region b-c is tions. This means that the proportional counter Zbefondla-e tanprdite. hereio b will have a limited military usage for alpha reels-•_'". . .

the so-called proportional region, because the out- will hav e a ied m try usage for me-s-
puls isdiretlyproortinalto he aoun of urements. If the field strength is such as to formput pulse is directly proportional to the amount of a- beagam to -a--p.- ratio.. of. 105 or greater

primary ionization. The chamber operation in the a beta-ganma to alpha ratio of 106 or greater,such as roughly approximates the case immedi- •..........
proportional region can be explained as follows: as rolyn ppoximates the
In the region of a few electron mean free pathsaway from the central (anode) wire, a sufficiently proportional counter is not capable of differen-

high field strength imparts to electrons, attracted tiating between the combined effects of a multi-
Stude of smaller beta and gamma pulses and the .-, -.

energy to cause secondary ionization. The output large alpha pulses. The proportional counter
pulse is therefore increased by the collection of has a definite use in decontamination work after
the additional electrons and is proportional to the the decay of the short half-life gamma and beta
magnitude of the initial ionizing radiation, emitters. A portable proportional counter survey"-. -

If there are I ion pairs formed by collections as meter is sketched in figure 21.
Certain factors must be considered in order toan electron travels toward the central electrode,tbeuthesizeof he vltae puse s gien y-- establish good working characteristics for propor- •'-..'-..."-". -

then the size of the voltage pulse is given by- toa ones h a sdfrtb iln ational counters. The gas used for tube filling may /'':":'"';

(I)(1.6Y 10-19) be chosen so as to accomplish the desired action. -..- *.. ....-
q Pure argon, helium, neon and methane, and cer-

tain combinations of these gases have been found "
Here, "I" is defined as the gas amplification and to give satisfactory results. Other counter probes
is the ratio of the number of electrons collected at are left open to the air. Strong electric fields
the anode N to the number of ion pairs originally may be produced with moderate voltage by using
formed in the gas N,: two coaxial cylinders as the electrodes, and since

N, the field strength varies logarithmically for a
cylindrical configuration, the smaller the diameter

SNo of the anode, the higher will be the field strength
in the vicinity of one electron mean free path of -

It should be noted that the gas amplification fac- tewr.Frti esn xrml iecnrl. .

tor varies from about 10 in certain photoelectric the wire. For tsis reason, extremely fine central( 'el s t 1 0 i n p r o o r t o n a c o n t e s a d t l~ i n e l e c t r o d e w i r e s a r e e m p lo y e d . I t is r e a d ily s e e n :' 'i '( ' -. .: " . -.' ": "
ellstome G ingproportional countertbs and town i0 that the mechanical strength of a thin window_... .

some Geiger-Mueller counter tubes as shown in tuewta0.05icdamerenalieis-- .th ig a n fg r 8 tube w ith a 0.0005 inch diam eter central wire is "-•- " -": -" . ,'
thoe diagram in figure 18.

In the case of the proportional counter it is not such as to lend itself readily to field use. S

necessary that the secondary ionization (or am- 5.02 Proportional Counter Probe
plification) occur less than ten electron mean free
paths from the central wire. Otherwise strict As previously stated, a counter for use in the -- ";.-"-' ":.
proportionality ceases, and the limited preipor- proportional counter region is restricted in the -
tional region c-d is entered where the gas amplifi- multiplication of electrons to somewhere in the . .
cation factor has values from 104 to 101. order of ten generations. This can be obtained

Since the total ionization produced by an ion- in the large electric field near the central wire in
izing particle is dependent on the type of particle, the cylindrical arrangement described above. It
it follows that in the prol)ortional counter region follows that a parallel plate structure is excluded

19
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%Chapter 6

GEIGER-MUELLER COUNTER

6.01 Avalanche Ionization "'- ' *

If in our previous example (fig. 20) the voltage I-
is raised still further above point c the gas amplifi- 0.
cation factor will continue to increase, but in the >
region c-d, the amplified pulses are no longer #_
proportional to the initial ionization. This means Z • i. ,.
that seeondary ionization is started outside the X
distance of a few electron mean free paths from , {-'.(-."-.-.
the central wire. There is still some difference in
final pulse sizes so that this region c-d is known as W
the region of limited proportionality. Tubes oper- 

_'.:

ated in this region have little application outside -
research laboratories.. - -

If the voltage is increased still further, a new Time "
phenomenon occurs in which secondary ion
multiplication spreads throughout the entire Figure 23. Geiger-Mueller tube pulse.

chamber volume. This cumulative effect is known After one pulse has started at w, no second event cantake place until the pulse reaches y. The time w-y is
as Townsend or avalanche ionization and is shown the tube dead time.

diagrammatically in figure 18. When a chamber is
used in this region d-e, it is called a Geiger-M'ueller of their mass, the positive ions move slowly under
counter, and the pulse size is independent of the the influence of the electric field reaching the
event which initiated it. Still higher voltages outer collecting electrode in perhaps 10-8 seconds.
produce above point e a region of continuous arc The electrons formed during the Townsend
dlicharge. While in effect this is not a continuous avalanche, being many orders of magnitude (104)
discharge but a series of pulses so closely spaced lighter, are all collected in less than 10-6 seconds,
to give that appearance. which is a long time before the positive ions reach -"'

It should be noted that for any particular the cathode. The result is a cloud of positive ions
counter tube, if the pressure is held constant and forming at a distance of several mean free paths.'
the voltage is varied the instrument can be made from the anode and moving toward the cathode.
to operate as either an ionization chamber, pro- This produces a positive space charge which for a
portional counter, or Geiger counter. By holding time completely shields the anode and prevents
the voltage constant a similar situation can be counter action. As the positive charge moves
create(d by varying the mean free path through closer to the cathode, a limited counter action is
variations in gas pressure. allowed to occur. In this case the initial pulse "-'"""""

An examination of pulses from a Geiger-Mueller will be of greater magnitude than that of the one
tube reveals that pulses are of the same size only which follows. An examination of the pulse
when spaced a good time apart. One would delivered by a Geiger-Mueller tube may be made
expect all pulses to be of the same size, but an with the help of figure 23.
examination of the action of the positive ion The pulse develops rapidly from w to x, due to .. '. .. -.
reveals that this is not always the case. In the rapid collection of electrons. The pulse
previous discussions of the operation of ionization decays more slowly from x to z, due to the longer
chambers and proportional counters we have transit time of the positive ions and the time -.

neglected the effect of the positive ions and con- constant of the external circuit. After one pulse
sidered only the action of the electrons. Because bas started at time w, no second event can take . -- -
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place until the pulse has reached y, due to the region o-p is reached, and within the resolving
shiehling action of the positive space charge. time of the tube practically every particle entering
The time uw-y, in which no second event can take the tube which is capable of producing at least
place, is called the tube dead time. This time one ion pair in the tube gas is counted. Beta
is very important, because it determines the particles which penetrate the tube walls will be
mnaximum counting rate of the tube and its allied counted with almost 100% efficiency; on the
circuit. In portable survey instruments the dead other hand, gamma rays must produce ionization -.

time is approximately 0.0005 second which allows in the tube in order to be counted. The gamma
a maximum counting rate of 2,000 pulses per counting efficiency usually is considered less than . -.

second. It becomes apparent that since the one per cent. The region of continuous discharge .%' -_ -..--

maxinmum tube response is Vx; then pulses begins at p. .

occurring after time y will have a minimum ampli- The Geiger portion of the characteristic curve
tude of Vx-Vy. This amplitude will increase o-p is known as the plateau. It is desirable,
with time to Vx at time z. Therefore, during the particularly in portable battery operated survey
time of pulse decay starting with the end of the meters, to have a long, flat plateau; since the
dead period, there will be a period y to z with counting rate does not (lepend on applied voltage
pulses less than normal height. and, within limits, will not be affected by battery .

If we assume a Geiger--lueller tube to be aging. Tubes having plateau lengths from 100 to
exposed to a constant intensity source having a 300 volts and slopes showing an increase in counts
wide spectrum of energies of gamma photons or of only one to two per cent for a change of 100
beta particles; then a typical Geiger-Mueller volts are in general usage. In many portable
tube characteristic curve of pulses per second as a survey instruments these tubes operate with the
function of voltage may be plotted in figure 24. threshold of the Geiger region in the neighborhood

of 900 volts. In the laboratory equipment various Irw
tubes operate up to 2500 volts. Most of the .

I portable radiac instruments are necessarily re- . ..
0 oz • ~~~stricted to batteries, anti the higher the voltage, ..'-:-:- :..--. . .. :,

the larger and heavier the battery requirements. .. '
Efforts are under way to develop satisfactory high "'

Cv•voltage supplies* -which operate from low voltage

U., batteries. This is only a temporary expedient
until satisfactory low voltage Geiger-Mueller

a. tubes are developed. Constant voltage power
supplies will reduce the requirement for a long

m n op plateau although tube aging with use many times ,"VOLTAGE - causes voltage shifts in the characteristic curve
which makes the platcau desirable.

Fiqure 2.4. Geciycr-.lluclier tube characteristic curve.

? Curve threshold 6.02 Quenching the Discharge
rI-nI Rtegion of proportional (.co1nting

Threshold of Geiger region The approach of the positive ion cloud to the
o-p H'!awaii cathode cylinder will result in pulling electrons •

p Start of continuotous discharge region from the cathode to produce neutral atoms or

molecules. The electron usually enters combina-
Thcre will be no response to the small pulses tion with the positive ion in an excited state. -

in the ionization chamber region where there is no The process of transit to the ground state pro-
gas amplification. A threshold m appears early duces a characteristic series of spectral radiation,
in the proportional region. This region extends and some of these radiations will be in the ultra- _ 0 _
from m to v. As the voltage is increased, the *ihare ssentr ll ni .. t lypes f power supplywhich "" " '
gas amplification becomes increasingly more im- ,,,i t, prvie the hight , v•,•ae refil•e•;I , t.. ..i. _-nter operation:
I)ortant with more of the less energetic particles tattory, emlilenser, ren u mnutator. vibrator. 4,ndenstr-V'ihrator,

rmdio frequency, fly-hack, transformer (AtC supply), and multiplier (AC
heing counted. At n the threlhold of the Ge-iger suiilv).
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violet region. This ultra-violet radiation usually COUPLING

has sufficient energy to produce photoelectron COLLECTING ELECTRODE CONDENSER

emission from the cathode. These photoelectrons, - PULSE

in turn, will have sufficient energy to start a second oouu+
avalanche, and the whole process will be repeated. R2 :MEGOH,

It is therefore necessary to construct counters in
which the cycle is halted for each individual pulse.
This process is called qu•,cIh1ng and can be ac- R, 5ME.OH, , • ..
complished by using external electronic methods '-""::_:-:Ž-:- "
or by using special vapors inside of the counter -4.5V . A"

tube.
All external quenching methods work on the Figure 25. Neher-Harper vacuum tube quench circuit.

pruincple of lowering the collecting electrode ? V
voltage below that at which the counter can form tube grid potential. As the grid becomes positive
an avalanche until such time as the danger of an from its normal -4.5 volt bias, the tube conducts,
additional avalanche is passed (3) (5). The thereby dropping the potential on the collecting
rveovet-y time for resistance quenched circuits is electrode. Other quench circuits in use are the
in the order of 10-' seconds. The Neher-Harper Neher-Pickering, Getting multivibrator, and a A&
circuit, a good example of vacuum tube quenching, number of combinations and variations.is shown in figure 25. This circuit has a recovery Internally quenched Geiger-Mueller tubes utilize

time in the order of 10-4 seconds, small amounts of polyatomic vapor such as ethyl
When current flows as the result of a discharge ether, amyl acetate, ethyl alcohol, etc., mixed with

of the detector, the resistor R, raises the vacuum the regular tube gas in order to cause the detector -

ir

C.~AS *)EA AETL C~f400E....................................................................

Figure 26. Tubes for portable Geiger-M"ueller cou•nters.

The diagram indicates the difference between thin wall and thin end window tubes. The Victoreen all metal thy-
rodeC I 1t8- is shown ii n the low~er left. The thin-ecnd window tube is the BS-1 used for beta-gammna indication in ...-.-

the A N,1I'I)I8 series, 15 and -27. Tile 138-2 for high range gammna detection in tile same instruments is
-tioin ini te lIower right. Ai assortment of thin-w~ailed tubes froni other portable counters is shown.
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It) quench itself after each discharge. These use are thin side walls of 30 mg/cm 2 thickness.
(leiger-Mueller tubes are known as .elf-quenching. Others have thin end windows in some cases 3
The primary function of the vapor molecules is mg/cm 2 thick. Such tubes are shown in figure 26.
the absorption of ultra-violet photons, thereby Laboratory counter tubes range up to 3,2 inches , -""
forestalling any repetitive discharge. Tihe major- in diameter with the length from two to ten times -
ity of the queuching gases are complex organic the diameter. Several laboratory Geiger-Mueller , --

molecules such as alcohol or xylene which preclude tubes are shown in figure 27. The anode, thor- .
their use unler slzero weath~er cotlitions. 'iThev oughly insulated from the cathode, is a fine wire t.
also may show changes in sensitivity with changes from 0.0001 to 0.0010 inch in diameter running -

in temperature at room conditions. One of tile down the cathode cylinder axis. To obtain a . . , ,
most severe probhlems presented by the quench satisfactory characteristic curve, the central wire q
vapor is iin limiting the life of the tube. Some of must be manufactured carefullv, free of die marks -
lie ( quenching vapor is dissociated at each dis- and sharp protuberances. The tube must be

charge, a(d eventually the vapor is'completely cleaned carefully to remove all dust, grease, water
ised lip aind the tube goes into a repetitive dis- vapor, and oxygen; and special care must be -.- - .-

charge conditioi. The better tubes in survey exercised in the selection of pure filling gases.
equipnent Awill have a life of 3 x 10' counts. For In addition, the filling gas pressure must be ,
colitilluous operation in a field which will just chosen carefully. Most tubes used in radiac
alh)w utilizing a 10 "second resolving time, the equipment of the portable survey type incorporate
tube liftN will be only 10) hours. thin windows to permit some beta counting.

('ousiderable work is under wav toward the Normally, this is a cylindricat section of tube wall
develolpment of Geiger-M ueller tub)e fillings which approximately 2 inches long at mid-tube length
will overcomle the difficulties that have been as shown in figure 26 and having a thickness of 30 r - *', :
enmuerated above. Hlalogen gas mixtures are mg/cm2 . Provided the probe housing tube does i. .
among the most promising. Tubes have been not add additional shielding, the tube then will
coistructed with the Geiger threshold in the be sensitive to beta particles Laving energies -..

neighborhood of 700 volts, having a virtually above 0.16 Mev. As previously sk ated, counter ..- '* '.-.-...-
tlat plateau of several hundred volts. These tubes may be employed with thin end windows
tubes ail)pealr to have good temperature charac- such as that illustrated in figure 26. Tubes of this --
teristics and a life well in excess of that for tubes type of construction are in more common use in
generally employed in survey equipment. laboratory equipment than in equipment used for

The majority of Geiger-Mueller counter tubes field survey work. Mica windows down to 0.5
)resentliy employed in survey meters are " inch in mg/cm 2 are available, although in normal labora- . . . . . .

dialiieter and 5s3 inches long. Tile cathodes vary tory work the thin windows run between 1.5 and
froi, one to thr,,e inches in length. In common 4 mg/em 2 in thickness.

X,.

Figure 27. Laboratoryj Geiger tubes.

A number of tulbes have been developetd to cover the wide range of requirements of laboratory counting. .--. ..-
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A great majority of Geiger-M ueller tubes are peel off a once satisfactorily operating tube and %ý7

hotowensitive. This undesirabl)e feature has been introduce serious counting errors.
vereone bycaig the glass envelope with an
paque surface. Occasionally, pin holes in the 6.03 Portable Geiger-Mueller Detector -

Iiin opaqute coating will cause spurious counts Geiger-MNueller counters, utilizing self-quench-
hlen the tube is exposed to b~right sunlight. In ing tubes, are especially useful as light weight ., 0
ddit ion, the opaque coating has been known to highly sensitive detecting instruments for field%

CALIBRATION
ADJUSTMENT

PHONE JACKME R
OFF AND ON AND HA E(CHANGEABLE SCALES

RANGE SELECTOR

-- PROBE CLIP . LL§

AMPLIFIER
TUBES

LOOP FOR
CARRYING

STRAP

BATTERIES AND
HIGH VOLTAGE
)OWER SUPPLY

THIN WINDOW
BETA HIELDSECTION OF TUBE

BETA PORTS
Figuire 28. Diagramatic sketrh of a portable Geiger- Mueller survey meter.

Tht* prob~e, foregroiind, has a descritniinating slide which miay he used for beta indications. Indication is by
he metuler andu bv headpIJhones ( not ,hown).

S7,~ 17 49 25

%%.--
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survey and decontamination work. Suich an in-

strument is shown in figure 28. The pulses are
of suich magnitude that they can be heard i
earphones without the necessity of much external

* amplification. At low intensity levels, a few
multiples of ordinary background (30-50 counts
per minute-roughly 0.01 mr/hr) aural indications

* are found in many cases to be more useful than
observation of an indicating meter. The majority
of field instruments place the counter tube in a ..-...

probe at the end of a three- to five-foot length of
c-able so that the larger, heavier case containing ~ -

power supply electronic circuitry, meter, etc., can C."
be hield in one hand or by at shoulder strap while

~ a detailed examination is made with the probe
Fifpirc .29. Geiyer-31tie'Ihr countcr in us. held in the other hand. A fivh-pole type of ex-

A fr-poe tv p ofext(.ne(Ihanle jas i. t ~ tended handle, which has been utilized with certain L

N6111 *~ Ih ANI) 1-S to hiowlie 11w e po)eC at a istace instruiments to hold the probe at a distance from lr- -# &ýA
fromn the ioper:It r' body. the operator's body, is shown in figure 29

. . V. V. . . . t..>

1W
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SCALING CIRCUITS

Field laboratories will be used to evaluate chanical register which recordIs the total number-
nples of terrain, food, water, etc., to determine of 64 counts which have taken place. A greatly

nature and extent of radiological hazards simplified scale of two scaling circuits is shown in .- - -.--
[is work requires that accurate counts be made. figure 30. Essentially, the two plates are joined.
le best miechanical counters can be driven at by a relatively large capacitor C, of the order of ;A". --it
es of perphaps no more than 300 times per 0.1fd. The two cathodes are tied together
Fi therefore, other means are required to through the identical resistors Rt and R, and held . %

,ord the maximum Geiger-Mueller count in the ,ft some small negative bias. Because of the cross"-
ighnorheood of 5,000 pulses per second. Elec- coupling by capacitor Cs, the circuit will be in
micall , it is possible to record pulses at rates equilibrium when either tube is cut off and thed-.

il excess of thle best counter tube output. other at maximum plate current. An impuise
me of these electronic arrangements are known having fired T, causes the grid of T 2 to go negative

op,rphipg nircuit.. with respect to the cathode anre not fire. How-
Scaling circuits are based upon a basic two- ever, the arrival of a second impulse gives a mo-
be circuit which divides te nullber of pulses mentary positive bias to the grid of T 2 and

htwo, anhd by constructing a series of such accordingly it fires.
-cuits, thie pulses call be reduced ry factors Certain dliffiulties are inherent in translating
2, 4. 8, 16, 32. 64, 128, etc. Thle most common powers of 2 into multiples of 10; therefore, elec-

aiing circuits in use utilize scales of 64. Record- tronic circuitry is being devised to give readings
•is accomplished b neon indicator lamps at of decades (units of 10), and all military field labo- .-. '..
calitge multiple of the circuit. The sum of all ratory equipment will probably be so constructed.

dicator lamps will give thie number of pulses Scaling circuits can be used in conjunction with
iiisped. Since 64 or more counts per second are any type of pulse detection. Many instruments

)t uncomnmon, the circuit is set to drive a me- are constructed with high voltage power supplies

4+ 250 V ..,."., -,
}',''••-,'. --,.'- .

C,I I1-"oru
- A H - i -p.OUTPUT

INPUT T,.
R 2

Figure 30. Simplified scale of two srahnq circuit.
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whlich niav Ihe varied for proportional or Geiger tubes are discharged simultaneously or when one
couniter liction. Scalers, are built, with speciald tube of a set dtoes not diseharge. Many circuits
lpandllel plate chambers for alpha countinig, and have been devised to provide the required dis -
wvith proportional counters having a continuous crimination and are known as coincidence and
flow methane atmosphere for counting alpha anticoincidence circuits. These circuits have re-
p~articles in tihe presence of high beta and gamma ceived considerable description in technical litera -

ac i*1v.ture but have little potential use in military -

Occasionially in specialized fields of research radiological dlefense and are mentioned to assist ~ *

.iicli its the in vest i-t Iions of cosmlic rays one- nin h edriihtriooy
Nvs toI rt o r a coun t onlyi wh en two or more

APS,-
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Chapter 8

COUNT RATE METER______

Ic normal p~ortab~le Geiger-Mueller survey ing chambers, proportional counters, or Geiger
r' uIses a count-rate meter in ad(ditioni to aural counters. The laboratory count-rate meters
ation of pulses. Thlis meter simpl)y readls the usually are provided with terminals so that the
of arrival of pulses and with rates above ten counting rate may be fed into some type of moving -

3 normal background the rate is rapid enough paper recorder. In this manner sample decay
iat a steadly mieter reading is ob~tained. In characteristics may be obtained by recordings
ratory equipment it frequently is convenient made over a period of time.
;e a count-rate mneter in place of at sealing eir- External qjuenching methods, such as the Neher-

Considerable effort Is placed in circuitry to Harper circuit previously discussed in connection
ide the mecter with p~ulses of the same size so with figure 25, can be employed in conjunction
till pullses give identical contributions to the with laboratory scalers and count-rate meters.

,r reading. Spaceý and weight considerations prohibit the use
.munt-rate meters can be used to indicate the of external quenching circuits with portable equip- -

of arrival of almost any type of pulse. Many ment. Objections to use with portable equipment.
Pator'v itistrunients arc constructed withi iaria- may, in the futuire, be overcome by the use of - *

Voltage( Suupplies tl. It mna be usedl withl count- miniaturi;.edl circuits... ....

29.
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Chapter 9 "' , ,.

CRYSTAL AND CHEMICAL DETECTION

11 Excitation tage over detection by other methods of instru- A
mentation, in that a single chemical method may

s p -•reviously shown,• an electrically; , charged be used to detect radiation over a wide range of
,tieie in its passage through a gas may come inesiyfrma.rc.oo-.ret.ntooe
se enough to an atom to exert sufficient force intensity from a fraction of a roentgen to over

1,000 roentgens. The problem involved in such . . , -.- ,. ,
remove an electron and ionize the atom. In mtoofdt
ny cases the charged particle will not exert at lmethod f detectin iscthati ffinding l and con-

)ugh energy to cause ionization, but will cause trolng radiationh reaction capable of multi-

L, or more of the atom's electrons to be raised plying t-e ,aeimooecule.ctona.singl molecule
The special requirements are that the nuclear N.%' -higher energy levels. The excited atom in raitointaeamn umcan •,,, ; --- "%'--.-•-I

a char- radiation initiate a minimum chain length approxi-urning to its ground state will radiate a char- e•arrx- ..... ,..,..
urn rieg to its ground spectrate liis. rd e mately 10' for visual perception and that it not

erstie seriesofspectrallines. e liquids be initiated significantly by thermal radiation at _-_............

solids subjected to ionizing radiation may give ordinary temperatures. Five possible ways in "A--*.
a characteristic fluorescence which can be multpcaton

,asured. In addition, the free electrons pro- A. Development reaction such as photo-
ced in a solid or liquid by ionization may cause graphic development.
anges in the electrical conduction of the sub- , se
inee in which they are produced. This latter B. Explosive reactions such as benzoyl per-

oxide triggered by nuclear radiation.?r)eess is sometimes referred to as photo conduction. C. Initiation of a free radical chain. AL
Some crystals do not return immediately to aD. n g syoo-c,"oie cssdn rtnmD. Psychological, such as a color reaction.
Elund state after being exposed to radiation. E. Thermoluminescence.
fis miay manifest itself in a crystal color change. A few examples of many proposed systems

some cases shining light on the crystal will for accomplishing the above multiplication are
Lease energy which has been trapped in the indicated-below.
ystal excited stage. Some crystals will en- Phosphora. The development of a dosage

nter an effective change in electrical resistance indicating device in which a phosphor screen isd

ien subjected to ionizing radiation. In some -"se•• ccmi'dreatios wic prduc coor combined with a photo-sensitive layer. The .- "' ,
phosphor absorbs the high energy photons to - '. '

anges are initiated by the disassociation of which the photo-chemical layer is nearly trans-
nl)ounds, formation of free radicals or electron p wh h i a e
tachnients under the influence of radiation. parent with the phosphor emitting an extremely
ith the exception of photographic film badges, large number of photons of ultra-violet light for

each high energy photon absorbed. The photo-
ich will be discussed later, these various phc- chemical layercheicl lye absorbs the ultra-violet emission
Iriena are of interest on.y in that some day they and in turn may be direct reading in shades of
!IV be in corp~orated into at military dosage incas-

yle~i. itdgrey or in colors after a development process.ing dev .Muh developental effort is being This is an effective way to transform high energy
[l(•(,d o i itd~- indicating a hihwlS osage radiation into a detectable form.
ange ('clors at various levels of exposure so as
be uised for rapid determiniiatioin of the degree clrdDe.Tefraino ooe
feIld ex porie r dyes on exposure to radiation of luecocyanides
Ii ~i ie with pararosaniline.
2 Chemical Dosimeterspounds. The radiation

Sdecomposition of halogenated compounds can be

It alppa|rs p)ossiblh to detect nuclear radiations used to produce color reactions.
mIethlods depenlding upon chemical change Plyridin;1 lly; The splitting and coupling
.itced Ibv radiations. Detection of radiation of the pyridine ring under the influence of ionizing

Schlemiical reactions l)ossesses a possible advan- radiation niay forIII colored cofn pouiids.
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C¢ found that thio-Michler's ketone can be used as a *

sensitive indicator for this reaction since it forms "HO deeply colored complexes with cuprous (Cu+) but J. -

not with cupric (Cu++) salts. L

NC CM Reduction of Molybdic Acid. Molybdic 1
CH acid (H2MoO 4) is reduced slowly to a blue cor- q

N pound, molybdic blue (Mo0O 5.nMoO3) on irradia-.-
tion. Much greater sensitivity is obtained if an - *. J'.

Decomposition of Carbon Tetrachioride. organic acid such as lactic acid is present. .
Reduction of Nitrates. Nitrates (NO3-) ,h.Carbon tetrachloride (CCI4 ) in the presence of -.re reduced to nitrites (N0 2-) by radiation. The r *

water and oxygen decomposes under radiation nitrite can be detected by the formation of azo
into chlorine (Cl,), carbonyl chloride (COCI), dies.
and hydrochloric acid (HCI). The chlorine can
l)e detected by the starch iodide reaction or by 9.03 Scintillation Counters
more sensitive and stable indicators sach as thio-
Michler's ketone. Other chlorinated compounds Crystals such as Napthalene (CIJI8), anthra --_.-.-_-._.

such as DDT, chloro- and hexachloroethane react cene (CH 4 :(CH)2 :C8 H4), calcium tungstate _
in a manner similar to carbon tetrachloride. CaWO4 ), silver chloride (AgCl), thallium-activated

Reduction of Mercuric to Mlercurous Salts. sodium iodide (NaI), thallium-activated potas-
Mercuric cloride (HgCI2 ) or iodide (g1912 ) is re- slum iodide (KI), and others have been found to
duced to mercurous (HgCl or HgI) and probably have a relatively high fluorescent yield. These " '..

to metallic mercury by radiation. An early crystals, in conjunction with light sensitive devices _._-
equilibiium is reached between the reduction such as high-gain photomultiplier tubes are in use
products and the original salts, however, the re- as research tools, but as yet no successful survey
action can be made to go forward by having instruments have been delivered; however, de-
present an acceptor of oxygen. Such an acceptor velopment of such equipment is in advanced
is tetramethyl diamino diphenyhnethane which is stages. It is felt that the scintillation type counter
oxidized to a deep blue diphenylmethane dye. A can be utilized to overcome many of the serious
mixture of mercuric (Hg++) chloride and thio- problems of high resistance, insulation, and thin - _ 1
compound therefore undergoes a change from windows associated with alpha counting by ioni-
colorless to blue upon irradiation. There is a zation chambers and proportional counters. In .
possibility that the mercurous salt (Hg+) or the addition, it is felt that scintillation counters may . . .%-
fine mercury formed in this reaction can be utilized provide a wide range instrument to replace the - -- . -.-

to catalyze some chemical reaction which would use of Geiger-Mueller counters for low intensity *',.. -'"-

result in greater sensitivity, gamma detection and ionization chambers for high "
Reduction of Cupric to Cuprous Salts. dose rate gamma survey.

Cupric chloride (CuClk) or bromide (CuBr2) is Some problems are encountered with the
reduced to the corresponding cuprous salts scintillation counter. There is a spectral sensi-
(CuCCk or Cu2Br2) on irradiation. It has been tivity problem such as that discussed in conjunc-

32
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LIGHT TIGH %OX %

FOR ALPHA AMLIIE
RADIATION AN OTE

RADIATION

EARPHONE

PHOSPHOR ELECTRON MULTIPLIER TUBE
Figure 81. Schematic diagram of a scintillation counter.

Radiation striking the phosphor releases light which is picked up in the electron multiplier tube and is subsequently
tranl~orlne( into a meter readling or earphone indication.

tioji with ionization chambers. Satisfactory pho- 9.04 Other Possi~ilitiesV
to('Iectric tub!es, require in the neighborhood o 0
volts per stage and with 10 or more stages this' Several other processes have been examined for b

presents the same high voltage problem discussed their possible use as dosage-indicating devices.
in conIjunct ion with Geiger-M Iueller counters. Electrets show some promise, but further investi-
Since the photonmltiplier tubes are light-sensitive, gation is necessary before their actual application
the tube and crystal must be encased in a light- to dosimetry may be used as a basis for long-range
f ight coating, planning.
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Chapter 10 V.

PHOTOGRAPHIC DOSIMETRY

10.01 The Fi(m Badge by a thin (I mm) lead shield* designed to exclude

Photographic films are in universal use for the beta particles, so that an examination of the film
measurement of gamma ray dosage. As a personal blackening behind the lead or in the clear may

badge, they are especially valuable since they give an indication of beta exposure. The lead• -", --"."-
produce a permanent record which in many eases shield also serves to enhance the darkening due to L%

can be used for medical-legal purposes. As in the gamma rays because of a large number of electrons

case of light, gamma rays produce developable ejected from the lead.

images. Photographic materials find many labo- Placing an identification nu'nber on the outside .- *"

ratorv- uses for the measurement of radiation, and of the film badge packet and irantferring this -:

as such may find their way into the field laboratory number to the light sensitive film presents some- ."7 '-'.-'
(6). For the present, however, we will consider what of a problem. If this is done manually, the .,-..- :---

only dosimetric applications, time involved, except for minor numbers of badges,
A film badge as shown in figure 32 usually becomes prohibitive. Some investigations are .

consists of a packet containing one or more photo- being made into the possibility of using X-rays to

graphic films of dental size (I ý1 inches by 1 %inches) expose a number punched out of a thin metallic , - . . *:.::.

wrapped in a thin material which is opaque. The sheet which would be incorporated into a section

whole unit may be sealed in a waterproof paper or of the covering envelope. Today there is nothing

cloth envelope. The sensitive emulsion consists of which can be considered as a satisfactory identi-
a thin laver of a silver halide and gelatin spread on fication system for military usage. .:..-.

a cellulose film base. The interaction of radiation 10.02 The Densitometer - .-. \. *.'..:

wvith the silver halide is understood to be some type --.

of ionization which produces a developable latent A densitometer is used to measure the blacken- L
image." The developing process converts the ing of the filni, and this is compared to the blacken- . _
latent image into a deposit of black silver metal. ing of standard calibrated samples. The sche- .
Some sectlions of the film packet may be covered Cadmium has had some use in film badge shields. - -

Figure 32. Film badge.

Top left is the badge with serial number on waterproof cover. Below are front and back views of packet with
levil cross. Top center is an opened cover and lead cross; bottom, badge opened to show paper dividers and films.
Al right are two p~roc(esse filins. *--
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In figure 36 the density is plotted against the log '
of relative exposure, and the characteristic curve
of a film emulsion is obtained. ¢S:.,-, '-."_"

10.03 Film Processing

The characteristic curve will start with some
minor density at A which the cellulose acetate .... : -

backing contributes. Some exposure is required . :"

to ovcrcome the inertia of the film in the toe por- ,-_
tion A-B. The shoulder portion C-D shows that A

,a t some point continued exposure fails to make
> vcry much of a contribution to increasing the

density. For the greatest accuracy only the linear

portion of the curve B-C should be used, since
"- the greatest change in density occurs with change

in exposure. There is a limited range of sensitivity
for any one emulsion; therefore, several emulsions
may be combined into one film badge packet, to k Z.
give an extended range (see sec. 15.08 on page 81).

Figure 33. Film badge carried in shirt pocket. Variations in film processing can introduce '.- -. -.

possibilities of serious errors. The film density - - . "
niatic arrangement of a densitometer is shown in is a function of time and temperature of develop-
ligure 34 and a densitometer in use is shown in ment, developer solution strength, and the degree .- " \
figure 35. of agitation in the developer. Every effort should

The image of a small area of the film is allowed be made to follow a standard processing procedure
to fall upon a photocell which in turn is connected such as that recommended by the film manufac-
to a microamnwter. Light falling directly upon turer. As a very rough rule of thumb, it can be
the photocell will produce a reading, Io. Ifhen stated that a one-degree change in developer
the film is put in the light path, some absorption temperature can introduce a three to six percent
will take place, and a lower reading, I, will result, variation in- the roentgen reading, and a sixty-
The ratio is asecond time variation may introduce five to

I ten percent variation. There are circumstances
p when these variations can be much greater. Film ipareny, T, is the reciprocal of the opacity or. processing is therefore very critical and must be

"lThe optical density, D, of the silver deposit on the controlled carefully. Under the majority of field 7 -Z
plotographic film is defined by the relation: conditions it will be extremely difficult to maintain ....- ... -

10 Io the required controls, and until autom atic high . 2 .-. ---. -. -.
D=1 o- 1 00log1 0  - speed developing and densitometric reading equip- "- "-"

FILM BADGE • 1

POWNER •. -". .LI I. SUPPLY '

LIGHT SOURCE DIAPHRAGM //
PHOTO CELL

Figure !,S. Schr';,alic arrangmenict of a dcnsilomcter used to dclermine film badge readings.
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Figure 85. Densitometer in use. ....... .. "", .

The densitv of each individual film badge must be obtained and compared against the density of similar
films calibrated against known radiation sources in order to determine dosage readings.

nient is put into use, the volume of film badges calibration be made for each batch. As in the
that can be processed is limited seriously. From case of other photographic materials film badges.
the start of development to the completion of have a limited shelf life even under the best storage
densitometric measurement using standard tech- conditions. There are also gradual changes in
niques, a time of roughly one hour is required the film characteristics with time which requires
for one film. that continuous calibration checks be made. The '.

It is found that no two batches of the same film method of calibration will be discussed in chap-
from the same manufacturer have exactly the ter 13..,-.. . -"
same response to radiation. This can introduce Although there are objections to film badges, '.\,'. -'
serious difliculties if ignored and requires that a they are a very important dosage recording device. ,-
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tection of any military participation in future
D atomic weapon tests. Radiation exposure has

/ become one of the standard entries in military ..

SHOULDER health records (see fig. 37) and film badges, because
C of their permanence, are filed to substantiate any

such entries. .

0 %%%0

-Jos 
.-- -- --0

TOE BA A

Figure 36. Characteristic curve of a film badge emulsion. 
'

The size, weight, record permanence, simplicity,AL L
and cost when compared with the various dis-
advantages, may outweigh the use of more Figure 37. Medical records.
complicated electronic devices which require Radiation exposure has become a standard entry in J.-considerable upkeep and adjustment. It is cer- military health records; and film badges, because of their % -tain that film badges wAill be used for health pro- permanence, are filed to sub~stantiate any entries.-
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Chapter 11

CLOUD CHAMBERS AND ACCELERATORS

The cloud chamber is one of the most useful tools and extent of the vapor trails can be utilized to -
for the scientific examination of the properties of give indications of charge, velocity, mass, etc., of f." -. -*

the atomic nucleus and of the various particles and the initiating radiation. -
radiations. Such an instrument has no fore- Another group of machines called accelerators
seeable military applications; however, the cloud are used as tools of the physicist in his examina-
chamber is advertised widely, and a brief state- tion of the structure of matter. Descriptions of L
ment is considered essential to give a well-rounded the linear accelerators, van de Graaf generator,
description of radiac instruments, cyclotron, synchrocyclotron, betatron, synchro-

Ions caused by a charged particle may act as a tron, Bevatron, etc., may be found in most
nucleus for condensation in a supersaturated modern physics texts (2) (7). They have no
vapor. Raidiation passing through such a vapor application to the problems of military radio-
will produce ions which will cause droplets of logical defense. It should be noted that a number,- ..-

vapor to form that may be seen by the naked eye of the radiac instruments herein described were
or photographed by a camera under certain condi- developed for the health protection of personnel
tions. WhIe• such cloud chambers are used in employed in the vicinity of high energy accelera-
Conjunction with magnetic fields, the curvature tors. ... ....

L __AL
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Chapter 12 U' "

SHAPE AND CHARACTERISTICS

12.01 Introduction So far only one attempt has been made to deviate

No attempt will be made in this article to dictate from the ordinary shoulder strap and handle -' %4

military characteristics for the various radiac type instrument. This deviation is the AN/PDR-8 '

instruments and equipments, but a slight indica- Geiger counter which is built to fit over the stom-

tion of the degree of evolution is considered of ach, with the carrying strap running around the _M
some value to personnel who are unfamiliar with back of the neck. Several tests indicate that

the field, this method of carrying the instrument may have

The portable instruments now available to the some slight advantage in going through hatches

military are, in most instances, laboratory equip- and up and down shipboard ladders. For any

ments which have been altered to hand carrying other type of use, it is found that the neck rapidly _"-''__ '''_-____-

cases. They have undergone enough develop- tires, making the neck strap less satisfactory -A
ment so that they can render satisfactory military than a strap which crosses the body over one

service as training instruments and, in the event shoulder. Also, the stomach-carried instrument

of emergency, would no doubt give good service does not lend itself to ease in being hand-carried.

within the continental limits of the United States. As in the case of everything else that one may
It is doubtful, because of the peculiarity of be required to transport, the ultimate goal is "'-"-.

construction and lack of standardization of zero weight and zero size; however, this not being
certain components, such as high resistance practical, there are some immediate goals which ..?
resistors, Geiger tubes, electrometer tubes, and the may be set. It has been found that a rectangularr .-... -'..- "
like, whether these interim instruments would be shape, roughly eight inches long, five inches wide,
entirely suitable in oversea mili-rv operations. and six inches high, weighing not over eight ?' :*
Such instruments have not yet r ,ache. a point of pounds, can be carried by hand or by shoulder ."

service acceptability by either hcia or landing strap for extended periods of time. In any opera-
forces. It is anticipated that the development tion where instruments must be handed from
programs now under way will produce satis- person to person, such as from ship to small boat,
factory equipment within the next 12 to 18 months. or in and out of vehicles, etc., a rigid handle has
It is certain that if the necessity arose tomorrow, been found more desirable than the hinged suit- -:".
the interim instruments could be used to case type. It should be obvious that a broad
advantage, shoulder strap is desirable for comfort in instru-

ment carrying, although some instruments come
12.02 Physical Characteristics equipped with straps only slightly wider than a -.

The great majority of the portable radiac shoestring. . , ... S -

instruments of the types in which we are interested One of the most important considerations is the " " -

are housed in rectangular metal cases of roughly location of the instrument's center of gravity.
250 to 500 cubic inches. Carrying has been by Too many instruments have a tendency to fall

means of a handle on the top of the instrumei.t on their sides when carried on the seat of a jeep

and by a carrying strap attached to eyes on the or placed on the deck of a boat. Experiments
ends of the instrument case. The instrument indicate that the minimum angle from the vertical
weights run between 7 and 15 pounds. to which the instrument can be tilted prior to

Field tests during atomic weapon test explosions falling over is 35 degrees. ,

(8) have given us some criteria for the design of Disposable transparent plastic covers have been 0 .
hand-carried instruments. There arc virtually used to prevent instrument contamination. In
no indications as to proper form factor for instru- many cases these covers were more of a nuisance
ments carried by pack, attached to the belt, etc. than they were worth. The majority of instru-
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ments now have smooth hard finishes from which meters, the following range scale colors have been n -
contamination may be washed. Future designs accepted:
should consider the elimination of any unneces- 0-500 r/hr fire engine red ,
sary protuberances, such as meter housings, which 0-.50 r/hr light magenta
would be contamination collectors. 0-5 r/hr orange

Many of the high range instruments will be 0-500 mr/hr yellow
used by personnOl wearing gloves, and this fact 0-50 mr/hr white e
has been overlooked in the placing of knobs and 0-5 mr/hr green-yelow _ -: I
switches on a great number of instruments. 0-415 mrfihr lght b-ylue o"

There is also the possibility that some of the -l u

instruments will be used by personnel w[aring It is anticipated that a color patch scheme A
gas masks and, therefore, meter markgings ould will be standardized for dosage recording instru-

be such as to present no opportunity for mis- ments, film badges, etc., which will match that -

reading. Scale numbers which change with a of the rate meters somewhat as follows:
change in the range scale, along with distinguishing 500 r or higher fire engine red
colors, are certainly re,'ommended. Also, a means 50 r-499 r light magenta
for illuminating the scale for night. operation is 5 r-49 r orange
recommended. 500 mr--4.9 r yellow

Military radiac equipments will, in all prob-- 50 mr-499 mr white
ability, have changeable scale markings with An experienced field soldier, on examination
changes in scale ranges. In addition, the scales of the better commercial Geiger-Mueller detectors,
will have (listinguishing (colors. For gamma rate may be appalled at the bright chromium-plated

ti. -

Figure 38. Existing equipment tried during field problems is found to be lacking in many characteristics. ~ ~~
%9 %
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tube probe; or a marine may complain that it subject to many temperature problems. Most P,
wouhl be impossible to drag any of the ionization organic quenched Geiger tubes will cease to .

chamber instruments along when involved in function a few degrees below zero Fahrenheit.
jungle fightinF.. Others, depending on their Ion chamber instruments are subject to many
missions, will find faults with any of the present difficulties with changes in pressure due to use or
equipments. This is the state of development, transport by air. Military gamma measuring -

To (late, the greatest emphasis has been placed on chambers require constant reading over a change in - ,
obtaining proper instrument response with the elevation from sea level to 36,000 feet. Efforts are -

idea that once this has been achieved, some of the being directed toward covering the temperature .
other characterirtics will receive attention, range of -40 to + 125' F. ,,.

D. Saturation Effects NE-"l-

12.03 Electrical Characteristics To prevent an erroneous assumption as to the

Characteristics will, of course, vary from absence of radiation, the instruments should show-"",...

no effects of saturation of the detector component
instrument to instrument andl will depend~l some- until radiation intensities of at least five times the
what upon the use for which the instrument is
intended. Some of the more important character- maximum reading of the instrument are en-

istics which are somewhat unique to radiac ( ou-tered.
instruments will be indicated. 12.04 Radiological Characteristics

A. Ability to Zero in Field
The electronfic circuit should be so designed On page 12 an indication is given of the spectral " . . -.

zero attomatically rate sensitivity problem. It is felt that gamma
that it wvill zeoatmtclyon high (lose rt
of the instrument under background radIiation response in roentgens should be held within ±20 . - .

intensities less than 0.05 num/hr. percent of air equivalent over the range 80 Key
to 5 Mev. At the same time, the instrumental

B. Meteriuig Time Constant inaccuracy should not be more than ± 10 percent

Depending on the purpose for whlich the of the scale reading for any point above 10 percent
instrument is used, after an initial warn:-up of the scale for energies between 1 Mev and

period the timoe constant shouhl be such that 95 3 Mev.
percent of the final reading is reached after a For beta survey purposes, wall thickness of 30
maximum period of one second. For low intensity mg/cm 2 are recommended. Thinner windows of
ranges suc'h as 5 mr/lu this time constant may the order of 3-4 mg/cm2 will be required for beta
be longer, admission during certain decontamination proc- -

C. Pressure and Temperature Effects esses.

The majority of commercial instruments Instruments for alpha detection must record

having non-military standard batteries may be particles having a minimum range of 3 centimeters. L A -
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Chapter 13

CALIBRATION

A problem which at first appears of little conse- effects and absorption of the beta particles. A -. --. - .-
quence is that of instrument calibration. Actually, good number of standards are made by depositing
this is an extremely serious problem to designers, on a foil a known amount of uranium oxide .
manufacturers, and to users whether in laboratory (U30s). The foil having a density of 25 mg/cm 2

or field work. There are two calibrations which will absorb all alpha particles and only about five:-
must be considered: percent of the beta particles. Strontium 90 is C :

a. Spectral sensitivity, and also used as a beta calibration source. It should .-...

b. Dosage rate. be noted that the methods of alpha and beta -.

The first is a function of the materials, configura- calibrations are not entirely satisfactory and that .. "r

tion, etc., of which the instrument is made. 'Mili- work is under way to develop better means of
tary radiac equipment is checked for spectral calibration.
response by the X-ray section of the National Radium encased in platinum and cobalt 60 are
Bureau of Standards, and it is considered used as gamma radiation sources for calibration.
that they are not likely to change unless the Sources are calibrated at the National Bureau of

instruments are damaged or altered. Unfortu- Standards at periodic intervals. Information from •" "
nately, the instrument evolution has not progressed the source calibrations allows a calculation of_ _ __

to the point where one is willing to use them per intensity at one centimeter from the source. L -AL -
se without continuous rate calibrations. Intensities at other distances are found by use ".- ...::." - -

If errors, some serious, are to be eliminated from of the inverse square law.
quantitative (lose rate measurements, then it is In the case of radium, the following relation-
necessary to expose the instruments in substan- ship exists:

8.4mtially the same manner in which they are cali- IR.= d2
brated. This does not mean that qualitative
indicat ions cannot be obtained when an instrument where I is the dose rate in roentgens per hour at a ---- '.-.." -

is not calibrated for a specific radiation. In the distance d centimeters from a source of mass m -.' - -
.ase of the portable Geiger-Mueller counter the milligrams. The half life* of radium being rel-

instrument is calibrated for gamma radiation but atively long (1,600 years), there is little worry
is satisfactorily used to locate beta surface con- about changes in source weight over periods of
tamination. An extremely complex beta calibra- months. Cobalt 60, on the other hand, has a half
tion with rigid use restrictions would be required life of 5.3 years, and it is therefore necessary to - " .
to make the Geiger-Mueller counting rate a include the elapsed time t in days from the date
qtiantitative measure of active material, of source calibration. The radioactive cobalt is

Alpha calibrations are done with plutonium or produced artifically in a rod of ordinary cobalt
uranium sources at the center of the plane of the metal through neutron irradiation in an atomic
external opening of the instrument. As a matter pile. A number of atoms within the rod will not-"
of interest, it can be stated that one gram of pure become radioactive; therefore, the weight of the -. -.
natural uranium emits a total of 2.5 x 104 alpha sample is not necessarily indicative of the radio-
particles per second. Consideratelc effort must be activity. As a result, the source activity A in . .. ...- -.

played in determining the absolute number of millicuries** giving a numerical quantity of dis-
disint egrat ions for any sample to correct for self- *The half lifofa radioisotope is the time required to lose half of its activity.

absorption and geometry. **NMillcurie =1/Iff0curie. The curie is generally accepted aw that qtian-

Bleta calibrat ions present a more serious prob- tity of suhstance which decays at the rate of 3.7 x 10t" disintegrations per
second. The millieuric (me) has a disintegration rate of 3.7 a 11' disinte-

lein than do alplh, primarily because of scattering grations per second.

45'"'""'--""""
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Figur 39. onimacalibation

Three ioniat ion clirnb................ are.calib.ted.againt.a.cobalt60.source

Ther 9.Gam calibration reatoshp fo -Oae esne xoue

It shlouldl be noted that geometrical consiclera-
_Wnex, tions limit the maximum intensity which can be

8 4A.-' 5.3X365- .Ae~X~ obtained from a single source. Thi. closest.
(l ~ (/2approach of the instrument to the source atwhich

it can lbe consideredl that the square law still holds
An open area usually' is marked off into con- and] at which the dletector is receiving a uniform

centric circles with the source of radiation placed radliation may be taken as equal to 10 times the
ait the center as shown in figure 39. Such an maximum- dimension of the detector...
arrangement can be used for the rapid calibration The gamma. calibration of film badges, dosi-
of large numb~ers of medium level dlose rate meters, andl other dosage readhing is accomplished
instruments. Instruments calibrated at, extremely in a manner similar to that explained above for-
high levels, such as 100 to 500) roentgens per hour, intensity meters except that the time of exposure
require remote (outrol devices to move the inst ru- at a given~ intensitv must be measured carefully.
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Chapter 14

OPERATIONAL INSTRUMENTATION

i1 Available Instruments the explosion occurs closer to the ground, neutrons " ..- * -

he various instruments and techniques for produced during fission may induce beta and
ation measurement have been covered in a gamma activity into the ground materials which ''

ier complete but general way. As far as opera- absorb them. Also, as the explosion occurs closer
.s are concerned, with the exception of the field to the ground, there will be certain quantities of -
ratory, the following are the instrument types unused fissionable alpha producers and beta-

cl' are available for military use: gamma emitting fission products which will be

"Geiger-Mueller counters deposited on the ground. Alpha, beta, and
gamma emitters are possible radiological agents,

Low level beta-gamma detectors for- although they will more probably be either beta or
a.b. W .Fielhl detetion, gamma or a combination of beta and gamma (see
b. Warning.
c. Decontamination dletection. pg )In the case of an under-water bomb explosion,

Ionization chambers- beta-gamma, active fission products and unfis-
High (lose rate gamma survey- sioned alpha-emitting bomb materials will be held,

a. Ground. to a large degree, in a cloud which spreads out and .. * . --. 4 -

b. Ground from the air. rains down on the surrounding landscape. Cer- A.
Direct and indirect reading personnel dosage tain beta-gamma activity will be produced through

recorders. the neutron irradiation of water contaminants such .. . . -.

Group dosage recorder. as the salt in sea water. The contaminated cloud
Alpha detectors in low beta-gamma back- may contain radiating materials which will give

ground. lethal doses with exposures of a fraction of a .-.

t. Proportional counters- minute. This cloud material in settling onto the
surface of the earth may deposit contaminationgalp a detectiou and, survey in medium beta- which will produce gamma dosage rates of several

gamima backgzround.
Decontamination detection. hundred roentgens per hour.

Atomic bomb explosions in contact with the
. Photographic film badges-- ground or underground will result in contamina-
Gamma dosage recorder. tion somewhat different from that occurring with
Indicator of beta exposure. the one under-water shot which has been fired.
Track plates for laboratory alpha measure- Beta-gamma active fission products and unfis-

melits. sioned alpha emitting bomb materials may be
k tabulation of use, state of development, etc., held in a large cloud of dust and earth particles
various instruments is given in table III. which may spread out and settle on the surround-

in radiological warfare, whether it be atomic ing landscape. In the immediate vicinity of the L
lnbs or a radioactive agent, the chief radiations point of detonation will be a crater depending in
the alpha and beta, particles and the gamma size on many different variables such as density

-s. In the case of a high altitude bomb blast and type of soil, strength of bomb, depth of ex-
tually all radioactivity is contained in the plosion, etc. The crater, in addition to the high .".... .
ulting cloud. Some of this material may fall activity resulting from the various bomb con-
L on the earth's surface many miles from the tanininats, will have neutron-induced activity and
st, but in general the radioactivityof the fall-out shortly after the blast may have gamma dosage
.1 be low intensity alpha, beta, and gamma. As rates of many hundreds of roentgens per hour.
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TABLE III.-Use of various radiac instruments L.".-,...

Radiation -.-. .-

Instrument Purpose - Use Remarks
Alpha Beta Gamma

Pocket dosimeter....- Individual ex------------- X Field or laboratory -.... High cost compared to pocket
posure chamber. Requires sepa-. .. ..

rate charger. -. -

Drift meter --------- Rate of ex- X X X Secondary standard in .V '-.-' A -..
posure conjunction with labo- .;.Jt*'% . t

ratory.
Pocket chamber... Individual ex------------- X Field or laboratory ------ Requires a separate charger- -

posure reader.
Thin window chain- Rate of ex- X X X In conjunction with lab- Many problems involved with

her posure oratory. thin windows.
Chamber survey-__ Rate of ex------------- X Field or laboratory ----- Use for high dose rate radi- j, -

posure ation measurement.
Proportional counter- Disintegration X ------------- In conjunction with lab- Many problems involved with __.-_-__---_-__--_-

rate oratory. thin windows. ,
Gt.iger counter ------ Rate of ex------- X X Field or laboratory ----- Limited to detection and low

posure dose rate.,- .

Scaling circuit ------- Cumulative X X X Laboratory -------------
record

Count rate meter- Rate of ex- X X X Laboratory "---.--'-"-
posure . . " *. -.

Scintillation counter- Rate of ex- X X X
posuire

Film badge --------- Individual ex ------- X X Field or laboratory ------ Teriffic problems involved with
posure development in any quan-

tity. Gives a perr,'-nent
record.

Track plates -------- Degree of con- X ------------- Laboratory --- o-------,
tamination

Color crystals and Individual ex- ------ ------ X
liquids, chemicals, posure ,
photo conductive •' -"

crystals, etc. ",
Electrets----------- Individual ex- X X X -.

posure •- "" -

One of the reasons for the high beta-gamma and not active in enormous quantities, they may
activity immediately following an atomic bomb be overlooked because of the difficulty of detec- -

explosion is the short half-life elements either tion, and perhaps through their introduction into
produced as fission products or as the result of foods, water, ventilating systems, etc., may pre-
neutron irradiation. This high activity results in sent a definite hazard to a long term military
the rapid decay and rapid removal of the beta- organization.@
gamma hazard. In the case of an air burst, To give indications of possible military usage,
depending on height and many other variables, instruments will be discusped in conjunction with
the area beneath the blast may be safe from an each type of radiation.
emergency military beta-gamma standpoint, with-
in loss than an hour after the burst. This is not 14.02 The Alpha Particle
the case if alpha emitters remain after a bomb Because of the very short range and penetrating -0 O
explosion. These will not show high initial power, alpha particles are very difficult to meas-
activity and will not decay immediately to a point me. A 5 Mev alpha particle has a range of only
of no concern but may remain for years to plague 3.5 centimeters in air; therefore, the maximum o.'--" -. ".." -. "- ".-.
occupants of a contaminated area. Being alpha distance a detector with an air window can be

o ° "- -.. , . ,- " - , , ,
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Figue 1. Ceekng eatfor lph cotaiinaionwitha pppytyp potabe prporionl cuntr.r

Ic Ih tgrael d0.ihtcknge mas o lh otnto with aoe patce rnoppbr-typeg portle prmportivaloner.

"gies. An ionization chamber such as Radiac Set
etailcd allpha measurements will lbe made in AN/PDR-20 wiill measure the total ionization
utnction wvith decontamination work arid w~ill producedl in the chamb~er and not, the number of
41ec~ified lin alp~ha disintegrations per unit of dhisintegrations. However, a rough calibration in

per unit oif suirface area. terms of number of disinitegratiouis c-ai be madec
t is (hificuilt to est ablish general ruiles for all so that the instrumient is not comp~letely useless.

(isof alpha emitters. Their hazard is internal It must be remembecredI that beta and gamma,
at inhalation aind ingestion, aind dhifferent ele- activity w~ill contribute to the reading, although
its, aire deposited in different orgrans find as a their contribultion can lbe estimated by the use of
lit will prodhi?(e Varying (degrees of damagge (9). an alpha absorbing shield in front of the window.
a crude' at tempt to estalilishi over-all working Portable proportional counters (fig. 40) such
ics for field uise, the following tire given: as Radiac Set AN/PDR-10 with a large probe
food not to exceeýd one mueal - at maximum level -,vindiow will be the primary alpha detectors.
:300 disinte(gint ions" per mlimi ito per squnare These instruments w~ill lbe adjusted to respond only
1 m1eter oif surlfaice; (b) air, conitainling uniform to highly ionizing events an(I will lbe useful except
tcon tanona itnion nmleasi red ait any1 surlface to in cases where the beta-gamma to alpha ratio

e at level of not umlore than thlroe dIisinitegra8- exceeds 10 0. The inistrumient is capable of high
is per Ininlu te pecr Sq uare ccii time cter for at mnafxi- counlting rate's. Operation is limlited to relat ivelv '--

inl exposilino of eighit houirs; and (c) drinkinig dry w~eather, since high volt age leakage inl the
cir, when ad liiIt is ineasuired of(ill anWoenl stin- chamllber will resuilt inl Sp~urious counlts.
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Neither Geiger-Mueller counters nor film badges activity. However, it is possible to estimate the .-
N ill be used for alpha detection in military opera- gamma contribution by placing a beta absorbing c '....".....
tions. shield over the chamber or tube window. In the ,

Alpha counting must be performed by well- case of the Geigerueller counters ANPDR- -.--.-
trained monitors working in conjunction with the T-2 and AN/PDR-7, having thin wall tube see- I

field laboratories in which a large portion of the tions around 30 mg/cm"l, beta particles of energy t., . .. ,:.--
determination of alpha hazard will be made. For less than 160 Key will be excluded. The very .. . .
example, none of the instruments we have just thin 3-4 mg/cm 2 windows associated with Radiac-
discussed are satisfactory for measuring alpha Sets AN/PDR-8 (series), and AN !PDR-27 will cut . -.-- -

activity in drinking water or in air. A photo- out soft beta activity below 50 Key. ,.
graphic process involving nuclear track plates may Beta measurements with thin wall Geiger-
be used in some laboratory alpha investigations (6). Ilueller tubes in instruments calibrated in roent- ., -

gens (the roentgen will be discussed under gamma
14.03 The Beta Particle ray measurements) may cause some trouble, since

Faulty Ineasurenlent of beta particles probably there is no relationship between the roentgen (a
presents the greatest hazard of any radiations to measure of electromagnetic radiation) and quan-

be encountered in military operations. Very low tities of beta particles. IN ith the probe shield .

energy (soft) beta particles present virtually the open and the tube directly exposed to beta radia- -
same measuring problems as do alpha particles. tion, the instrument will in general read several

As a result, the soft beta particles, which are times the gamma ray reading with the shiel . "
dangerous if inhaled or ingested, may be ignored. closed. (See (liscussion on page 55.) This fea-
High energy (hard) beta particles, on the other ture adds to the sensitivity of the equipment when .- - -

hand, may penetrate gamma shields and give used as a detector for decontamination. It must AL '_

w-hat appears to be enormously high gamma be emphasized that the beta particle reading bears,..
" readings, no relation to the roentgen and cannot be con-

.- Beta measurements may be made both in con- vetted into these units. Only for beta particles
* juctin wih ieconaintiaion nd l-casurey, Of One specific energy can a certain roentgen rate

Beta particles and gamma rays will always be reading be stated as equivalent to a certain num-

found in some ratio. For example, immediately ber of disintegrations per second. This will not
be true for beta particles of other energie.Ti

f -llowing a bomb blast the ratio ANill be much __ .
higher than. say. o01 mionth later. Beta particles, entire problem has led to the recommendation

because of their low pencti-ating power, are as a that beta-gamma sensitive Geiger counters have
genier-al rule considered as oily an ingestion or an inscription on the dial: mr/hr-hard gamma -- .- ..

inaltiation hazard. As in the case of alpha only. .'..-... ,
emitters, the various elements will lodge in different Proportional counters find little use in beta - .
internal or-galls; therefore, the b)eta tolerance measurements, particularly since any counter .
le vels are lr-iiiarily a fiunction of the cmitting sensitive to hard beta Will be sensitive to gamma
vhement. I)etailed determination of tile specitic rays, antd the selective advantage of the propor-

hni ciltls and Ieta-gil nl in rtios will be a function tional counter is lost.
01f the field la)orat-orv. Ill cn atyv cases, field As previously indicated, personnel film badges
la0hora tortV informiation will allow a monitor to utilize a lead shield over a portion of the film so
det-rmine beta hazard tIlltt-oli gamma measure- that the unshielded section of the lbadge may give
clients, a beta pluts gainnia reading and the shielded pot-.

Spe(,cific- information is icc-kitg oil the tolerance tioei a ganma -reading only. The beta exposure --

range whic-h % ill 1e referred to in tllilitarty opera- (hcteriitined 1y this method cannot be considered -- - - - - -.- -..

tians. Ionizaticn chatiiihet list 1r.icen ts such as too satisfactory since the waterproof envelope and
the IA\N/Dll)l-20 Nxith thin Aindows atill the light-tightl paper container, ll., the clot Ih and ot her
.\NkVI)DR-8 (scrics), 27, and T-2 (heier (counttrs substances in the wearer's pocket, will give an --

'an Itb used to indicate beta lpartitic-s. Both the unktown degree of beta shielding. If photo- --- '.-'
icaizttction clhaiilhcr and thc ( cige'r-Mluelhcr counter graphic film badges are to be used to any extent .. .-- '-.'-- -.
(liu. 41) Nuill rc'adl thle colibitted beta plus ga, ma for the measurement of external l)eta exposurce -"-'-"- '"-"
50
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exposure of 3 r is prescribed, provided no further Trained monitors most certainly will be equipped
exposure is allowed over a period of 30 days. In with either the pocket dosimeter or with a pocket
the event of atomic attack, exposures up to 75 r chamber and chamber reader. In cases where a
(perhaps 100 r) will be permitted as one of the record of dosage is required, but where it is not
normal hazards of war. Exposures of 75 r or considered advisable for the wearer to know that V
greater are of considerable interest to commanders dosage, the pocket chamber will be used. .. ,

for the further employment of personnel and to Under some circumstances it is desirable to
medical officers for proper treatment of casualties, determine gamma intensities from a remote posi- .-. -.-.. •,

In 1928 an international committee for radio- tion. It is most probable that the detector ele-
logical units defined the roentgen as the quantity ment of any such instruments wipl utilize ioniza- - ,., .

of x or gamma radiation such that the associated tion chambers. Two possibilities present them-
corpuscular emission over 0.001293 gram of air selves for projecting instruments into a contam-
produces, in air, ions carrying one electrostatic unit inated area: (a) rocket or gun fired missile, and (b)
of quantity of electricity of either sign. It turns an air droppable unit. The latter is under devel- -

out that one cubic centimeter of dry air under opmcnt as the AN/USQ expendable unit with the
standard conditions of temperature and pressure AN/ARR-29 receiver. It has been found that
weighs 0.001293 gram, and that 2.083x101 ions of the problems concerned with radiation sensitivity
either sign are required to produce one electrostatic are minor in comparison to those of ruggedness and ..
unit. Further examination reveals that the aver- data telemetering. Development work is also
age energy of 32.5 electron volts required to pro- under way to evolve airborne radiac equipment
d(un1e one ion pair can be converted into 5.24 X 10"a capable of interpreting ground gamma radiations
electron volts per gram of air or 83.8 ergs per gram from any altitude.
of air. It should be noted that this definition Ionization chamber instruments have been
makes the roentgen a unit of dose rate (absorption) designed to perform the function of closing relays o
rather than a unit of intensity, upon reaching predetermined dose rates of gamma

An ionization chamber such as the AN/PDR-20 radiation. Instruments of this type will be of
which has discriminating slides for the purpose of use in limited numbers for sounding alarms, clos-
additional alpha and beta measurements is useful ing ventilators, etc., as in the case of the AN/
as a survey instrument when the humidity is not ADR-1 for planes flying into a radioactive cloud.
at a point which destroys chamber insulation. Chamber instruments can be used to record the
Chambers with provisions for thin windows are total accumulated dose in certain restricted areas
not constructed to withstand rough usage. This such as specific shipboard compartments, the , .. , ..-.
instrument must be used by well-trained monitors pilot compartment of an airplane, or the interior ." ..

having a (lose liaison with a field laboratory. Its of a tank. The AN/ADR-2 airborne gamma do- ,.. . . ,
primary usage would be in conjunction with de- simeter is yet to be evaluated, and the AN/PDR-2
contamination activities, group dosimeter requires many improvements to

Completely sealed ionization chambers such as make it satisfactory for use outside the laboratory. "'----" --
the radiac meter IM-3/PD and the AN/PDR-T-1 Film badges will continue to record gamma ex- 7."--....
will be standard equipment for reconnaissance and posure of personnel involved with training (fig. -", '-.-.-.
scouting parties and for damage control equipment 43) participating in atomic weapon tests, and

on board ship (fig. 42). These instruments, which peacetime uses of atomic energy. Because of the
in some cases will be designed to read gamma dose many disadvantages associated with film badges,
rates which would produce lethal dosages in less they may never be used in extensive military .
than one hour (500 r/hr), will be used to monitor operations. Pocket chambers or pocket do-
unusually hot areas in which urgent work must be simeters will probably replace film badges, so that :-
accomplished, immediate spot readings of dosage can be made.

Ionization chambers such as the non-self-read- If a permanent record is required for medical or W
ing pocket chambers, DT-1 6/PD, DT-35/1)D, etc., legal reasons, it is relatively simple to make an
and the self-reading quartz fibre pocket dosimeters automatically recordithg reader.
(electroscope), IM-9/PD, IM-50/PD, etc., will be Geiger-Muellt counters such as the AN/IPDR-
used to record individual gamma ray dosage. T-2, AN/PDR-8 (series), and AN/lPDR-27 are
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Figure 42. Ionization chamber being -used for gamma survey work by a shipboard damage
control team. -

J1.

Figure 43. Individual dosimetry.

Film badge and dosimeter are collected upon leaving contaminated area.
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Figre 6. hecinghan cotarinaion
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t snens~itic vel gaine daiteace-timahve toleane gAmm ray meleasuring insrumeant sxainceio the
dosage is (0.1 er)y (lurige anomlwking deicfrair- preimayussectofs the proplaortoaltounte is froral
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roviii-ens 1xep for a deint exrysetu. aiacrtidctoso amiarsItion
molst1M sensitve CAbat (ittons maye niave som Asii eanil wpaent tha seen anmto aitn of
usage avis apear lyofi stages Suhawaradad taning andic fo i- peiu etosutervfield labornalltory ispr obal
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of decontamination work in connection with alpha a. Variable regulated power supply from
and beta emitters will be directly tied into findings approximately 100 to 2,500 volts.
by the laboratory. The present designs of radiac b. Geiger-Mueller and proportional counter ................
equipment used for the detection of alpha and probes.
beta radiations do not lend themselves to ruggedi- c. Special ion chambers.
zation and these instruments may be used most 2. Counting rate meter for beta and gamma -
properly in operations directly tied to a field sampling. L. ,.%-.-

laboratory. Some extremely important functions a. Variable regulated power supply from '. .. % %

such as the examination of drinking water (fig. 47) approximately 100 to 2,500 volts.
(fan be handled only with very special laboratory b. Geiger-Mueller and proportional counter "

echniques. probes.
Having located radioactive areas and evaluated c. Variable speed strip recorder. .

the immediate hazard, the laboratory can be used 3. Gas flow proportional counter for alpha sam-
to determine how long the areas will remain pling, IM-l /UD, with scaler and register.
dangerous and what measures, such as covering 4. Miscellaneous accessories such as lead shields,
with earth, etc., are required prior to occupation thin window tubes, equipment for sample prepa-
or use. The field ]aboratory can make contribu- ration and determination of weight, sample hold-
lions regarding the composition, efficiency, etc., of ers, etc.
enemy weapons. 5. Filter type dust collector and electrostatic

Only through use and experimentation will all type dust collector.
the components of a field laboratory be established. 6. Photographic equipment for alpha track
No attempt will be made to visualize the various measurements. (Nuclear track plates.)
analytical chemical equipments which will be a. Microscope.
required, but a rough guess as to instrument types 7. Instrument calibration standards. .
is given below: a. Secondary standard instrument such as

1. Scaler for beta and gamma counting. Scale the radiac meter IM-7/PD quartz fibre
of 1,000, mechanical register, and timing mech- survey meter. %
a nism. b. Calibration sources.

'W W

Figure 47". Laboratory.

The field laboratory will beC a most important hazard-evaluating unit during atomic warfare.
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8. Special survey instruments such as: laboratory equipment with such sensitivities and

a. AN /PDR- 20 thin window chamber, delicateness as to be completely ruled out of the
b. N/DR-0 lph poprtina contr. field laboratory category. This equipment will %.:-w-'v .

be used to give thorough scientific checks on the '-.~. ~
14.06 Other Establishments results of the field laboratories.

It s aticpaed hatth vaiou sevies ill atOne very important device which will be used
It s ntciate tatth vaios erice wll atany major decontamination center or at any ~

establish a number of organizations within the base doing extensive work on contaminated equip- ,-

zone of the interior, and at. perhaps some advance ment is the so-called hand and foot counter such V~*.
bases, in which practically all the radiac instru- as the AN/UDR-iO which is used to monitor
ments mentionedl herein will be used along with personnel leaving working areas.
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Chapter 15

DESCRIPTION OF ACTUAL INSTRUMENTS ~~.

15.01 The Field in General and numbers, with the types of instruments we J,. j. ...i

have been discussing.
It is desired to give a detailed dlescription of the The writer may not be familiar with all instru-

physical properties of conmmercial and military ments which have been produced and are being .

instruments which are making their way through- produced; therefore, inclusion or omission of a ~ .- *

out the Defense Establishment. In add(ition, specific manufacturer's equipment is not necessar-
sone instruments which are perhaps obsolete or of ily to be construed as either condemnation or praise. --

no military value have been so widely discussed Indications will be madec as to whether an instru-
that they A~ill be included to show their relation ment is obsolete, etc. The following code will be
to other such equipments. Laboratory instru- used: "o"-obsolete; "i"-in present military .-

ments are not discussed and per-sonnel interested use; "!f"- anticipated for future military use. A
in these equipments are invited to examine Refer- tabulation of instruments of interest is given in
encee(10). For security reasons, a good number of Appendix I..4%
instruments which were developed under the The great majority of the instruments described
Manhattan District had code namnes. Also, some herein are unelassified. Usually there will be no
commercial model numbers have come into use, classification on any instruments issued for gen-
An effort is made here to correlate these names eral use.

15.02 Pocket Dosimeters and Pocket Chambers

Pocket dosimeters Pocket chambers . - - ---

Radiation detected- -- -- -- -- -- ---- Gamima- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- Gamma.
Full scale ranges --------------- 100 mr, 200 mr, 10 r, 50 r, 100 r --------- 100 rnr, 200 mr, 100 r,
Detector --------------------- Ionization chiamber -------------------- Ionization chamber.
Volume of chamber ---------- 2.5 cc- ----------------------- 5cc (less with high range).
Indicator-------------------- image of electroscope fiber on calibrated Sprt edr

reticle of microscop~e.
W~eight ----------------------- I oz -------------------- z
Shape ---------------------- Size of fountain pen----------Sliozeof fountain pen.
Dimensions ------------------- in. diameter, 4-4% in. long ---------- ~- in. diameter 4/%-5% in. long.

A. Pocket Dosimeters

'Manufact urer JAN' Number Mfg. model Number ARC Number Full scale reading* Distinguishing b

A. 0. Beckman Company (f)- INM-50;,PD--------- ------------- PIC-1OA ---- 200 mr------- Silver.
200 mr -------- Black.

Cammbridge 1,n.truinent Com- INI-51/1'PD--------- BMN 17400 --------- PIC-9A ----- 200 mr------- Grey. ~

Kv*le 'v-Koett 'Matnufactur- I N-9, 111) (Set AN/ K-100 ------------- PIC-7A ----- 200 mr -------- Black.
dig Comipany ii). 1)D R-3).

K-109 ------------- PIC-7A1 ---- 200 mr--------Black.
K--110O----------- PIC-7A2 -- 200 lar -------- Black.

INM-¶)APD --------- K - IllI-------------PIC-7A3- -200 mr -------- Black.
IIM- 9I'D D---------K--I5O (o), 151 (d..-. PIC-7B1-----10 r ---------- Blue.
IM-201 1'D ---- K --160 (o), 161 (i).. PI(C 7C_ -50 r ---------- Red. .

K--170 (o), 171--__PIC-7D ----- 100 r --------- Purple.
Lan'lsverk (W)--------------IM-9( )/PD (Set L-200 ------------- PLC-7A-----200 ar ------- Silver.

AN-PDR-3()) ...

*A nunilmr a litat mr d oimeters have been mxanufactured for use within Atomic Energy Commission laboratories.
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F igure 48. Dosimeters and chargers.

Shown from left to right are: Cambridge 200 mr; Kelley-Koett Models, K-i110 (200 mnr), K-151 (10 r), K-i6i
(50 r), K-171 (100 r); Kellev-Koett charger; Beckman 200 mr and Beckman chager

B. Pocket Dosimeter Chiargers

Manuifavturer JAN No. Mf.m ke EC No
nunhler

A. 0. Beckmm anm Co. (f) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - V 9
Caimbridge Ins~truimient Company (i) --- - PPI-527/PD---------------------------- BM%-18230- AV-7A
Chiathamm Electronmics (i)--------------------P11P- 354, PD ___-------------------- P-800 --

PP- 354 A; PD
Eelley-Koett, Mfg. Co. (i) -------------------- PP'-311AiPD (Set A.N/PDR-3) ----- -------- K- 135 -- AV-2D r

1PP-354B/P1D.
Iand~sverk (n) ------------ IT-31 11I'D (Set AN/PDRI-3)-- L-300------ A-2B
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Fiqure Y49. Electrostatic dosimieter chary~er PP-3,54A/PD.

This smnall unit is appro~iznately 23' inches wide, 1% inches high, and 1% inches deep (including protuber-
anIces). Charging is accomiplished by placing the dosimieter in the hole to the left, then turning the friction knob
Ahown on the right. See figure (S.

C. Pocket ChIamlbers

Mal lifatiht JU1 A N No. Ni rg. moacl numbe~r AV.~C No. Thill scale* Color -

K'ellvy-Koett 'Mfg. Co,. (i! I)T-35( );PIJ (Set AN K-700--- PIC-21% 200 mr ~ Black. -. . .

PDR-21).
Nuclear Instruniount andI L)-16AIP'D (Set AN, 3310- PLC-IB 200 nr - Grey.

Clit-ntical Co. tW. PDII-4).
Victorven It-truuinitt Co,. 1) T-16jýPD (Set AN, 352 -PIC-2C-- 200 nr- Black.

I'DR--I).
Victitrvei Iit-truiiicnt Co.-------------------------53 ---- --------- 100 r ----- ---- (Black with

I~)(magnetic magenta
ch argi ng color patch). *

device).

*A Tflttittt' of I1 91 Mr, tot-kt ciinnlors havu Nrett ntaittifact tired for use withbij M e Atomice Energn Commiissionl laboratories.
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Figure~~~ 50 Poke chmbr an chrerradr

Vieloreen~~~~~~ mode 353*.. 10 -lf)admdl32(

1614) 20 mrpocet gmmachamer re sownwit

Diue5. Pocket chambers Cand cRarger-reader.itrenMnoeertp cage-ede.%

V wieoreen model 35 0 elefto-t)and volteel 3 i2sDT
usedI) 200 chagin poce gamadn thameresdar l charge Thwith i lcdintehrzotltb h ih

oharocer-edr chambers. by tothe maof radi oe ftpcturer edns are oaetrogfh vria

Tiuxgstei fima r e electrostai opteteire t iure. Chagin Vis ccniomplsede bymeaso threrraer buto

oil a1 calibratedI ret icule Ill a. vWiewng microscope. on the side of the instrument.

jar~~M g JA1N.A i 1 i d et ILE C N o. reain gcn '
nrrrnhvr - n'aing n .. ,.-r

Rediev-Roett .\lfg. Co. (i) (qu1artz P'P-43( )/PD (Set AN/iPDR-21) K-425 - - .E-1B__- 200 mr.
fibre).

(2 lb., 11 oz.. battery operated)
Victoreenr Instrriiienrt Co. Alin~oniar lIP-3l6l1'D (Set A/l1) 287. ~ AE-2A__ 200 mr.

(i) (ttirngrgsti fibre).
(6 hlb., 110 V. A. C. operation)

Viefarcen hfigh range Ilinometer If) ------- --- -------------- 392 __ - -Or

(tung,geipfi fibre).
(W eigh t, 6 lb., d imensiouis, 5! in.

wide x 7 iii. long x 5 in. high cxciii-
sive of sight tube: 8 in. high over
all. For battery operation. Mlag-
m-t ic charghig dev ice.)

i~ 2
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Direct meter reading electrostatic voltmeters 15.03 Quartz Fibre Survey Meter *-*

used for charging and reading 200 mr pocket The original instrument of this type (IA 1-7/PD) ...

imbers. is the Lauritsen Electroscope manufactured corn-
Mfe. modelmercially by the Fred C. Henson Company. As

Manuactrernumbe'r AE ENo. such, this is an exceedingly accurate instrument V
_________ - for laboratory wvork, but it is not well adapted to ~.

clear Instrument and Chemical field usage. -*

70.U)-- .. .. .. 05 AIS A modified Lauritsen electroscope is manufac- t*..
(10 in. hng x 6 in widex ~tured by the Kelley-Koett. Manufacturing Coin- \~ -

it. high; -weight, 8 lbs. For '

10. v. A. C. opcration. Can
)e usedl to enlarge 200 nir
)ockvt dlosimneters. V)

Figure 53. Radiac Meter IMI-7A/PD quartz fibre drift ,* - 4
alpha, beta, and gamma survey mueter. . *-

The beta windlow is onl the far end of the instrument -.

with the alpha window on the bottomi. Readings are

madec through the vertical tube.____________

mre 52. Nuclear I,,.trnment and Chemical Company
model 2050 charger-reader

k direct remvding of chamber charge is giveni on tha r *' ¶
ter. _________________

63
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pany (previously by the Landsverk Electrometer
Co.) having the following elinracteristics:

JAN No. (f) ------- IM-7A!PD.
Mfg. model No----K-320.
AEC No ----------- SIC-5A.
Radiation detected Alpha, beta, gamma. ,~

Scale ranges 0-100 mr/hr. ~%
(gamma). 0-1000 mr/hr.

Detector ----------- Ionization chamber-25 in.3

Indicator ---------- Rate of drift of electroscope fibre
over a calibrated reticle scale in W~

viewing microscope. Approxi-
mately 6-8 seconds required to

read true indication. An auto- I.
matic flashing light timer is em-%

ployed.__________

Weight ------------ 3)ý lbs.
Dimensions --------- Main case; 6ýi in. long, 4 in. wide, Figure 54. AN! PDR-T-1 gamma survey ionization

6 in. high. Microscope tube ex- chamber.

tend 2~ n. aove ase.Controls are shown for zero set and range. A push-
Window screens----. Beta-O.001 inch cellulose acetate, button for meter illumination is at the forward end of the *...S

Alpha-0.0002 inch nylon, carrying handle.

15.04 Ionization Chamber Survey Meter

A. Gamma Ionization Chamber Survey Meter .,. - .-

Manufacture ---------------- Kelly-Koett Mfg. Co. (i)~ National Technical Labs. Victoreen Instrument Co.
(iW (iW)

Model number:
Manufacturers'---------- K-350 ------------------- MX-6 ------------------- 247A*.
JAN ------------------- AN/PDR-T--1------------IM-40/PD --------------- IMI-3/PD.
AEC ------------------- SIC-18A ----------------- SIC-15A ----------------- SIC-9B.

Scale ranges (mr/hr) ---------- 0-5, 0-50, 0-500, 0-5000, 0-5, 0-50, 0-500, 0-5000. 0-2.5*, 0-25, 0-250, 0-2500.':~ .~

0-50,000.
Detector -------------------- Ionization cnamlber -------- Ionization chamber -------- Ionization chamber.PV, ~''

Volume (cubic inches) --- 54 ---------------------- 30.5---------------------56.
Wall ------------------- Aquadag-coated lpolYsty- Aquadag-coated steel- %2" polvethlene.

rene. r
Filling ------------------ Air --------------------- Monochloro-difluoro meth- Air.

ane.
Pressure ---------------- Atmospheric -------------- 3 lb). gage ----------- ----- Atmospheric.

Indlication ------------------ Meter------------------- Meter ---- --------------- Meter.
Useful olleratine~ life (hours) - 600** ------------------- 200 --------------------- 30.>
Weight (pounds) ------------- 10 ------------------------ ,ý----------------------- 127N._________

Shape------------etnua----------Rectangular -------------- Rectangular with vertical
cylindrical ends.

Dimensions (length x w\idth x 10 x 6 x 7ý4l including 9 x 5 xi 6----------------101''2 x 51i% X 125%4.

height). handle.
Case-----------------X~lde stel ith baked Welded aluminum gr1'! in. ca~st aluminum. Baked

olive dlrab enamel. hamnmertone finish. gre~y enamel.. -

Ti 1 Mod,.l 217Ii has -al, ial g-s of04-2.5. 04 VA4), O-2240, ando 0 25,M)0 nir/hr.~1*
*Exclujsiv(, of talt cry for niwter-ihhiiniimiati logighi.
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The AN/PDR-T-1 is the first ionization
chamber gamma survey meter to be built to
military specifications. These specifications were
evolvedl from the Sand~stone operational tests of
cmcO~lia~'Cl instruments (8) such as the 247A* *
W\ (l-:/PD) and the NMX-6 (IMI-40/PD). The
AN/PDR-T-1 is thoroughly rtig...edized and will
operate under anx' weather conditions of tempera-
turte and humidity in which the batteries will
operate. The chamber is so constructed that it
wxill operate in aircraft to an elevation of at least
36,000 feet. The met er scale chianges with changes ~-
in the scale range, and a light is provided for
nmeter illumination (luring, night operations.

The Victoreen Instrument Company Model
247 (o) is an obsolete ionization
chamber meter used extensively fori-
survey work (luring Operation Cross-
roads. This is a large rectangular
box, 12 inches long, 9 inchies widle,
and 10 inches high, weighing 14 Figure 56. Victoreen model 247A gammna chamber survey

pounds. meter (JM1-8/PD).
Unde thehanle ae cntros fo rage slecionbat

B. Beta-Gamma Survey Meters tery check, and zero adjustinetit. A L A.
A small light-weight, portable, gamima. meas-

tiring, beta indlicating sitrvex' instrument with an ionization chamber and a pistol grip wxas developed

by the Manhattan Engineering District under the

codle niame of ('utie Pie. Twvo such commercial ---

instruments are outlined below, and it is known t-

that at least one other company has produced

models having some of these characteristics.%

Manufiactutrer- Svlvania Electric Tracerlab, Ine.

Products Co. (i).

AN No ----- ---- IMN-5/PD --------- I11-5/PD.
Mfg. 010(101 No~ It D-316 ----------- SU-Al.
AEC No -------- SIC-7A ----------- SIC-7B.
Foill.,ale gainnia .50 mir/hir----------25 mr/hr.

500 mr/hr --------- 250 mir/hr.
5000 mir/hr -------- 2500 mir/hr.

(hatiober-----3 in. (tiatoeter--__3 in. ditanintetr.
6 inl. length -------- 6 inl. length.
Paper hase, phe- B3a ke i t e tithe

untic coated with coa t e wI i it hi
ailitadag. aqutadag.

Beta serveii Aliiinoinu 0.080 in. Bakelite !i in.

Ihic-k. thick.
I Ai~O~ (I Trh ic,)L~iio~fojS in zllin We~ighit I po itr --------- 4,!, poundls.

chni hrr yamina sw-ry metver, modeell .1! N-O' (1.11-40/P1D). DimensiCons of W. x :3x 5 ---------- 6(1ý x 3 x 5.

'I'lhe ralige s\\itvel is at t he left or tile looter (!111 (of the iia ii I i bod
- iaiele-. To t he right oIf thew meter is seen Owli cap) over a (eliigt i N wiitlt I

rece-- c((itaiiriiig ,eninvj ityv ailjuimentii controls. A zero X height I ini

con(jitrol i- oil the, top ill tiw~ forearoeiiid. iiivlies.
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lt .,S. Naionliaal Tchnic ia!l~t Liaboratoies ,irlum .11 V-?z

'I'lii chiamber (-anl he seen onl the left endl of thle casV.
IThe gluiiiia shiieldl has bvenr reiiioved anid is showing ahove

'I'lh(. iliaiitlir . iste harnel to Owi utpper righit. On tIIe' Thle Argottite Nationial Laboiratory and its pl ed-* A
iill(.th iiiiiis all adjlji-tablel liita wjiliiw eesi. vv 11or w (hiitt~gr \Ict'ttllltllgical Lab~oraitory

'I'lie Nat iolitrt lTerhlricl I'lliora tories have in:111anttittin'd a p)ortabile' ita gailila nllnidiscrilii

* iiaiitifricttiiiul aI Ilvitteiuit-sized jiottahie suiveyill ilithat ju all. iol~li'atiol rate 11eter tvpv~ withtit' titde

- ~sIittlitlett littilizig IIIiontoitzaItion tilil~libl. whichi rtetir, In a prthe at the enld of a foot-foot ttllIl(
NNiIIl iiiiastlt Iltltir i.aihtilli Ottliitlooll ill lovill-efiI 'This instrltltll'lt, niow obs'olete, was called till
rtales atnd Ionizatio illi etitrlts dta1 to) 'oft galnullaII Ally I Snoop (o)) .Asla mallter of irientifivat ton, * P
and4 betarla10.'a it t~tllj iii this intllIstihilet was assignieti t itt following- 11tt1-

Calld the bhcI,,iait, Alt it.iil

J1A N Numbiler A N PDR)Hi
N\I F-. m~isel No - N1 ~ X -2. .1fig. Modie N iiitimer (2M 10l
.\IK( Noi-S(- A AEC: Nuoiticr S-A
hFuil -ica r amiiiia scii- 2t0, 501, 2001, 5t00, 2)000 iir hr.liaIeta-ailnia (iainer S

-it li-it C.A iaBt.. n11. hlie uv.

Wai Ii IdO 37i, ini., 0.1 ii c-a1id kt wit I - 1 1t'e' of lilvd'tlinlu-sized i ilist r-ilmelsvl have

hht~i -liirlil - -¼ iii. liakrliI'. kimilliitfaill uired tit iiiziui ul iidw 1101

I )uimnimi,-oi tliii&'t x 121:, 7x T' xi side( oIf a1 clliallibt'l and(, ill SOIII Ciecses, (iiscriillil
idl I xIl lch ulatlutg slines Ito give indicati ons oIf aiplol-ileta-

(li-i -~ Xrlite aliiiil iiioi cit I grc\ radia~tion1011 ill termls of roelltgeui rallts.

Wegt-- - 12'; pomidhs. dtieto .r oft L'NIIIIII.i biota anld alpha radiat ions. -
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Code Namne -------- n ---- Pluto (o) (Sany-- Zeuto -------- Hanford Zeu~to ---- Zeus* (o). 6
* Manufacturer ------------- Hanford___- Argonne ----------- Victoreen --- Kelley Koett IMfg. Rauland. V..

Co. 'U

Mfg, mlodel No-------------------------- CIMI------------- 356 --------- K-340------------ Z-100.
JA\N No-----------------------------------------IN -4/PD---- -- ---------------
AEC' No ----------------- SIC-17A_ - SIC-1A- ------ SLC-2A----SIC-2C -----------
Funct ion ----------------- D i s c r i in i- Non-discriniinating- Non-di~scrimn- Non-diseriminiatiig- Discriminat.-*

nating mnating. ing. 4 ,~* Full scale gammna,---------- 50 inrjlir ---- Primarily uised for 4 iiir/hir - Scnsitivity: 5,000, 25 nir, fir. -.

500 nir/lir. alpia, with indira- 40 mar/fir. 50,000, and[ 500,- 100 mr fir. -*

5000 mir/hir. tion a function of 000 per mninute. 500 mrr'hr. ~--
calib ration. 2500 mr/fir. *' % *

Indication----------------'Meter -------- 'Moter ------------- Meter -------- Meter ----------------- er.
Wegt(ons ----- 5-___ S-- ----------- 6.------------ 6----------------- 101/.

D liviiiiisuis (leiigtli X %vhth 1) x 5!' x 4- l0i1ý4, 33 x 5, x 3%-/ý~ 5_ 9y x 6 x 5--------- 13 x 103/ x

N ltiglit ill tidies. 53%.

Iii wh Mi let 7-100A (s ). Ill RI ntoid Niin faict itill',i (Companiy Im, lett oif the thin window and has produced a gammai-only charmher which miay, in
solITU C:Iý1IS. 1wi riklieit To as lh.i le,,.,

two such instruments under the trade name of

Prtxiee which have the following chiaraceter- *
istics:
.JAN No-----AN/PDR-2 (i) --
Mfg. model No-- 300------------- 392 (it.
A EC No -------- I--- _
Full scale readinig- 200 ir -------- -50 r.

ChaithrI ir, in. polvthvlene 'Magenta colored.
Chamber wall 3 ill. hiigh X

3i in. dianieter.
flatterY life-~ 300 hir. continuous

reading.
Case- -- -- -- -- --Cast al umn nainu Scale colored mna-

wit ft ig recy genta.
- ~- .crackle finishi.

Ii inienis io ns Case 1)x 4x 41ex- 9 x4 x 4¼exclu-
(lengthI x width elusive of chain- sive of chain-

"i'lar .e59. lealiunil Zes.X height) in ber, 7 in. over her, 7 in. over-

The ciatinher occupilies a space und ier t hie Iineter with tiIlie iniches, all. all hicight. K
ilttiwiiiowonth lot~i o te litrniutcae.Weight ------------ 5 pounds ---------- 5, pounds.

A g-ravity switch inl the top of the AN/PDR-2
The Gieneral Electric C'ompany has tianufale is designed to disclaiite the chamber when the

Ittici a1 Zeus-type etuliac Set to mtilitarty specifica- instrumient is inverted. A manual switch hals been
tiotis which I,, sItill to be ftully evitluateti: placed inl the Model :392 to prevenit accidetntal dis-
JAN No ----- ------- N/11DRl-20 (f). clitaige ais the reisult of inversion, vibration, or

Ful sal gnuta(r,hIr) ---------- _ 502.,2,.2. shock. The chamber mav be dietachedi for use
Weight---------------10 pmunifs.. away from the instrumient Itase (see fig. 12).
Dll(inieiisuti (1length X Width X li6glit)- 9% 4 Xi xj X ;7

Beta shield ------------------- -------- in. tiakelite. E. Ionization Chamber Instruments for Air- I
Alptha shield ------------------------ 0.003 in. alumtinumn. craft Use
Window area-----------------------j~ of 17 i 11. a. Ganinia Intensitv Meter
Voluiine if chambier ----------------- 88 in.

3

Inistrumniits which mnay be usedl to indicate
* 1). Ioniziation C'hamber Group D~osimieter dose rate and dosage within 11ir1craft are tnow reach-

ing( thev lrototvlpe evaluation stage. Such anl
Sev~eral instrumen tts have beenl devis'ed to inst rumenth is tile AN/ADI- 1. The AN/ADI{-1_________________

malk( ilitc(,rnted gunjlitut tositge rccorls. Thhiw (XN-2) as it now exists consists of four units of
Vb1(torv(eli Inst ruticleit ('omupanly nittitlufuctutes approxinmately thle following types and sizes:
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Figure 60. The .IX1PD1?-20(,YN-1) ,-i exp.ri-ie.l

,nodel tilitary 'Zeus''.

Beta and gamma shields are moved by miean., of the Coll-
trots on either side of the handle. A

(1) A indicator of the smallest standard-:--. -.

size intended for panel installation.
having the following dinmensions: 2/"2X

x4 ~ inhssihal-inch scale.
(2) F'lighit control 1)ox of dlimfenlsions Figure 61. Vicloreen high-range "Protezimeter".

roughily 4 x 6 x 4 inchies. The chamber is shown above the meter. A total of 50 p--

(3) lPo~er amplifier of dlimensions 10 x
8 x 1 inctes.roentgen gamma may he recorded.

(4) Receiver of dlimensions rolughly 10 X Controls are provided to actuate external
7x 5 inches. circuits to close ventilators, open oxygen valves, '.

The total weight is presently betweenl :38 andI 4t0 insert filters, etc., at predetermined levels of . 7

p)oun~ds radiation intensity.

The indicator includes the followving (-harl- b. Gamma Telemetering System
acteristics: Two scales; one 0-20 mir/lw, and the Equipments capable of being dropped or
other 0-2000 mr/hlr. On One side Of the Scale a projected into contaminated areas to relay infor- .:-*

On mation on (lose rate and rate of decay are well-..:'.
e other side of the scale a red light indicates 20 advanced in development. One such unit which - . .

mir/hr. At the 20 mr/hr dlose rates the meter may be dropped from aircraft is the AN/USQ-1. 0 0
scale automa ticall 'v changes, and other relay con- F. Neutron Chamber
I1(act are actiua tedl In order to make a complete presentation of-

The receiver compartment contains two ion- nomenclature, mention is maile of the C'hang and
ization chambers of noncoatedl stainless steel and Eng portable sturvey instrument designed to
filled -with abouit 10 nil of argon gas at 50 atmos- measure fast neutrons in the presence of gamma
ph~eres pressure. One chamber actuates the 0-20 radiation. The Chang and Eng consists of two S
mlr/hr meter scale, while thme other chianberact tiates ionization chambers, connected in parallel, with
the 0-2000 mr/hr mieter scale. A radiumi calibra- a quartz fibre electrometer to measure the differ-
I tioll source, a ttmillIeth by the flighit coit rol box checks ence of the ionization current in the two chambers.

Binstrument opeation oil the 0-20) mr/he scale. One of the chambers indicates neutrons plus
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Figiure 82. ANIA7DI-i (XN-2) airborneI radiation drlection sys/temt.

Fro h-t t ft to riit:l ( a) Det ect or Unitt, (b) Power Sitppiv. Amplifier Untit , (c) Contitrol Con sole, and (i d) Pateie Meter
oit I : iutonttiat iv ettatugeahte scale atnd intdicat or lightsI

gi1:111111111lVS As It result the gntlmlff iomiti/ttion

of fast Stitelitrl eO (xp)osurie.

15.05 Portal~le Alpha Proportional Counter

The' M~arhattail Enimgiitviin~g District de(veloped't

virtmtaIlI nto usage withItin lie n ii t at ilv est 111)1ishi-

lit n at Lab ora- t itic Lat oral or'.y

Nlhomif~itcliirt'_ Argo t tte N a- Nuclear I ~tti-tt
I ititat L~atsra- tiHtit .t1114 ietti
tI rY-. cat C'o.

Ai;(Not t('IA-- S11 W' - . IFigq n t;,. Or'iginail typ ' ptoojb jtioilde ttlph/a /iropor-
NIfti. Not-------LA 41 - 2111. li lc,"00i',ri

.1116-111 A fla rrh eu~ ae titii it th for-rtt

Sat t'--ltect atgiitar.

Sc alf- rot adiT in 1)I 311.00 0(11 2,000t, 0l-2t0,t000. ht' foriel-11th it' s of moder ii equti pm enit. b'i t d e-

Tolle.veloped by tbe Atomic Ene'igy C'omlmissioni and - 0
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a. 'I') 'ii of h V I 'I) P19- ,boi y it tr t,, ro.b. Earphones are
also vw li fli r ifldhiv,li,

I ,ce/I(/" prprimm l ao!1 Su cnn ,,ter nn1,dcl 21(1 .

A~ pen~cil tvi)e proble is showni to I lie right (of I In ifistril-
lnilnt case.

An impr~oved Pqoppy kniowni as the AN/PDR-1O

YJ) is ill the latter stagev of develop~ment. A proto- AL

type form is ShOAN-1 ill figtireC 65. /?.Iol a rnvic w of th~;. I A 1 ) - 10A ohaa, ig hh Orx i the botto i (f therc wto

Fill Scvale Meter Readings Figure 65. ANIPDR-10 "Poppy" type proportional alpha
detector.

eultrit:s per minitte)- _1,000, 10,000.

W~ii~llnw--------------------Plyofilni wvindow onl bottom 15.06 Geiger-Mueller Counters AL
of ease.A. Commer-cial P~ortable Detectors.

Inudicat ion------------------Icr and earphonnes. Pit i egrMelrcuteshv ece
IDinellioiiis (length x Width the commercial muarket inl a great nlumb~er of

x elalit inl inches)----121' x 41% x 2', (approximate). dlifferent sha1pes and Sizes. Amlongr thie be(tter[
X~i~l~ ..- ---- ApproximatelY 5 Ilbs. knownt surveY instruments are thiese:

w7-
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Manufacturer ---------- El Tronics (i) --------- National Technical Nuclear Instrument Victoreen Instrument
Labs. Wi. and Chenm Co. (i) (o). CO. (i) (0).

JAN niumber ---------- AN/PDR-26 ---------- IM'%-39/PD ---------- IM-S( )/PD (Set AN/ IM-1A/PD (Set AN/ '.-F~

PDR-7). PDR-5).

Mfg. model No --------- S13 ----------------- M X-5 ------------- 2610 ----------------- 263A.

AEC' No -------------- SGNI-18A ------------ 8GM%-iSA ---------- SGMI-4B ------------- SGM-2B.

Radiations ------------ Beta-ganima ---------- Beta-gamma -------- Beta-gamma ---------- Beta-gamma.

(G\l tihe--------------RCL 'MK-I MDL 20.. RCI, NI-I MDL 20- NICC D-12 ---------- Victoreen VG-13.
Wall thickness (mg/ Glass 30 plastic 15--- Glass 30, plastic 17- Glass 35 ------------- Glass 30.

1Probe opening (inches)- (4) " ,~ (1) Y4 x 60% of 3 x circurn 66% of 2ý'2 x circum- 80% of 2 x 2%4.
ference. ference.

Dimensions (length x 7% X 1s-------------- 8 x1--------------- 92 x 1--------------- 9 x 1.
diameter. inches).

P~robe cable length (in- 30 ------------------ 30 ----------------- 36 ------------------ 24.
chevs).

Beta shield ------------ 2mmn brass ------------ 1/32" brass ---------- '/32"~ brass ------------ Y32 brass.
Indicator ------------------- r, earphone IMeter, earphone Meter, earphone Meter, earphone

(magnetic). (magnetic). (crystal). (crystal).

Scale ranges (mr/br) --- 0-0.2, 0-2.0, 0-20----0-0.2, 0-2.0,0-20-- 0-0.2, 0-2.0, 0-20----0-0.2, 0-2.0, 0-20.

Usefuil operating life 200 ----------------- 400 ---------------- 200 ------------------ 150. .

Weight (lbs.) -------- 8-----9.6 ---------------- 11.6 ----------------- 13.4.

Shape ---------------- Rectangular ---------- Rectangular -------- Rectangular ---------- Rectanguilar.

C'ase dIimsi,1jons (elengthi 93 X 5 x 6 ------------ 9yx 5 x 6----------11 x 6 x 4 ------------ 12%~ x 3Y4 x 8%.
xAinchexs eiht.l

(Case. material ---------- Welded aluiminum-- Welded aluminum Welded steel grey en- Grey enamel.
grey haminertone aluel.
finish..

High voltage supply. --- 3-300 v batteries - 3-300 v batteries.--- 3-300 v batteries----3-300 v batteries (one ---

900 v battery in Iq
some).

71.
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RADIAC A

Victoreen Instrument Company Model X-
263, IM-2( )/PD (Set AN/PDR-6)
(o). This instrument is a small light-
weight, low voltage (300 v) Geiger-
Mueller survey meter without a probe
and is now obsolete because of unsatis-
factory performance. ,*-" -

The Victoreen Instrument Company Model '. *'>-'% •
263, IM-1( )/PD (Set AN/PDR-5) " - -
(o), the predecessor to the Model 263A , - -V ' %;"
(IM-1A/PD). This instrument has
nearly the same physical character- ' -
istics but is not as fully refined as the
263A. A Model 263B, which involves
further improvements, has recently
been issued.

A great number of light-weight beta-gamma
sensitive Geiger-Mueller counters have
been manufactured as prospector in
struments. In many cases these in-

struments do not have count rate cir-
cuits and output meters and utilize
earphones for their means of indication. -
Typical instruments are the Midwest
Electronic Laboratories RD-P; Radia- ,.

Figqre 66. EI-Tronics model S,11-3 Geiqer counter tion Counter Laboratories Mark 11, , " -

(AN/PDR-26). Model 21, and the National Technical -.

Laboratories MX-8. - -
TIle probe is in the well along the side of the top. One of the original Manhattan project

portable, beta-gamma detecting sur-

Thew IM-39/PD, IM-8( )/PD, and IM-1A/ vey instruments, utilizing a Geiger-
PD received field tests during Operation Sand- Mueller tube probe supplied with high

voltage from a vacuum tube, oscillator
stone (8) which resulted in the specifications and rectifier circuit received the code

for the AN/PDR-T-2. This instrument will be name walkie talkie (o). The walkie .

described in the paragraph on military Geiger- squawkie (o) was the same type of in- -.... ...

Mueller counters. Other commercial instruments strument. The difference being the -

whiich have, had some military use and which talkie used headphones while the ..

should be noted are: squawkie utilized a loud-speaker. >:-.. ..........
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Figure 07. Nat ional Technical Laboratories model MIX-5 Geiger Counter (JM1-SDIPD). S---

The probe is rnio~intedl horizontally in the litell along the top of the case. The range is to the left of the handle.AI

Thme Illiolle jack and[ zero adjustment are out of sight at mid-case.

J.J

7*

Figure 68. Nuclear Instruiment and Chemical Comnpanyl model j610 Geiger counter (AI \/PJDR-)

Tihe pirobe is shown mou1 n ted in eli ps on the end of the h ist ru ment . The p~robe bleta shield is open.

............
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B. Military Portable Geiger-Mueller Detectors

[AN number-------- a. AN/PDR-- (f)-------- AN/PDR-15 (f)------ AN/PDR-27 (i)------- AN/PDR-T-2 (i). ~ ~
b. AN/PDR-8A (f)
c. AN/PDR-8B (f) -

d. AN/PDR-8C (f)
Manufacturer ---- a. Hoffman -------------- --------------------- General Electric---- EI-Tronics (model

b. RI. C. A. PR-2).
c. Hoffman
d. Admiral %

Radiation ---------- Beta-gamima -------------- Beta-gamma ---------- Beta-gamma ---------- Beta-gamma.
Scale ranges (nr/hry_ a. Calibrated in r/24 hr. b, 0-0.5, 0-5.0, 0-50, 0- 0-0.5, 0-5.0, 0-50, 0- 0-0.5, 0-5.0, ~'N

c, d. 0-0.5, 0-5.0, 0-50, 500 (beta indication 500 (beta indication 0-50.
~on first two scales).

Detector ----------- BS-1; halogen-filled mica BS-l; halogen-filled mica HS-1; halogen-filled mica RCL ATK-1 Mdl ~ ~ ~ ,-

end window (first two end window (first two end window (first two 21.
scales). BS-2, low sensi- scales). BS-2, low sen- scales). 138-2, low sen-
tivitY halogcn tube (3rd sitivity halogeii tube sitivity halogen tube
and 4th scale). (3rd and 4th scale). (3rd and 4th scale).WI

Beta window (mg/ 3-4 --------------------- 3-4 ------------------ 3-4 ------------------ 30.

Window area (ijj.
2
)__ 0.44 -------------------- 0.44 ----------------- 0.44 ----------------- 8 openings %in. x

%6 in.
Indicator ----------- M.%eter plus headphones--- M\eter plus head- Meter plus head- Meter plus head-.

phones. p~hones. phones.
Probe dimensions -- 8 x 1 % x 13% in ------------ 7% x 1 % x in. dia----8 x 1% x 1Y8 in -------- 8% x % in. dia.

Length of probe 60 iv' --- --------------- 60 in -------------- 60 in ---------------- 36 in. --

cable.
Forin factor------Kidney-shape ------------- Rectangular "flat iron"_ Rectangular ---------- Rectangular.

Dimensions (length x 10 x 6½ý x 7 --------------- 11l/ x 4% x 3'A -------- 91ý x 53,/1 x 41%--------10 x 6 x 7.
wvidth x height in,
inches).

W~eight (pounds) - a. 14.1 ------------------- 11 ------------------- 10.2 ----------------- 9.5. ~~-
b. 11.5
c. 12.8
(1. 11.5 VI<-7%

Power supplly ------- a. Electronic vibrator- Electronic vibrator-. Neon oscillator (plug 3-300 v batteries.
b. Vibrator(sumb-nmimiattimre in electronic unit). -

tubes).
c. Neon oscillator

d. Vibrator (sub-mi miat tire
tubes).

871741- -50----7 75
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Ku/r i- 4 ~u1 n'I~n I \ II)I1S.X PD)1-S with, probe.

Thejel. e 11io'I l~l pole is cUIo l)ap ((I ill a bIox oil Shown,r.

f h.1 .f . Carr.%iw, -i rnp I rf. 11()% H.IIW .

Gir I 1 ;iql*, ogI III 1 IN .% 'I 11 S (.ri I.
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1. The 1,, -,4, thin end.......Gei..r.tu.e.is.......i...oregroud.. b..Side.............with.pr.e.........in.hole..at..he.right.nd.............

11 'thbr pb..ria in deiesd wdw ierthb ichoange in forcrlne, b ,idtensctes of casewbpoueetc in hodr with the freqhuend y ofirint.

nne.The AN/PDR-T--2 has an illuminated creasing to continuous alarmi at 0.14 r.. .*

lial for night operation. The AN/PDR-8 series b rbbytems motn fte.-
s supplied wvith a fish-pole type of extension (36 presently available monitoring instruments are
uc(hes) for probe examinations at a distance from the hatul anid foot monitors (i) such as the com-

thre inlst rument (sec fig. 29). The probe of the mercial equipment manufactured by the Kelley-
AkN/PDR-15, and] also of the AN/PDR-27, is Koett Manufacturing Company:
nirried in a vertical hole through the instrument
(use, so that when the instrument is being held JAN number ----- AN/UDR-3.

I)v the handle, the beta wind~ow is exposed to the Mfg, model number.-K-240.
inrourid to facilitate ground beta survey work. AEC number-----CG N-17B..

The AN!PI1l{-T-2 is intended as an interim Dimnensions --------- 67 in. high, 36!'2 in. wide, 22 in. deep. -*

traininig instrument and] is the combined result Weight ------------- 600 pounds.
Af the Sandstone evaluations (8). Power ------------ 115 v 60 cycle A. C.

C. MN oni tors Ut ilizitig Gie eeto
a. A number of instruments, are manufactured There are five scaling systems with register's as

ctomnierciallv as monitors for detecting gamma follows: 2 GMN tubes for palm and back of each
r'adiation. 'fre majority give arm audible signal, hand (4 systems with a total of 8 tubes) and 4 GM
i'ither as amplified Geiger (licks or as a buzz, tubes for the feet. An over-all total of 12 CMI
%%-hen a1 predeterminewd level of radiation is reached, tubes. The tubes are sensitive to beta particles--
and as a result some have been called squa~wkers, having energies greater than 160 Kev. The
et c. Tihe Gieophysicral Instrument Company approximate warning level is 15 counts (including *

Model 600 is a1 good example. This instrument background) in 24 seconds for the feet. *. . .
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RADIAC .

The AN[UDR-1O is designed to operate

auitomantically and indicate the degree of con- ....

lamination of five selected areas as follows:

righit hand-back

right hand-palm n

left han(I-back

left hand-palm -

soles of both right and left shoes

Counts for each of the selected areas are separately

channeled into five cotunting and recording r
svstems. This unit has been designed for the

coirvenlence of both organization and personnel.

Several pedestals may be placed in exit gates, etc.,r

at any distance from the control cabinet which

canl be located; for example, inl a guard house.
Indication is by means of signal lights onl bothl)

the pedestal and control cabinet.

15.07 Photomultiplier Survey Meters- .
JAN number__- AN/1PDR-1 1 (f)-- AN/PDR-18 (f).
Radiation detect- Alpha ------------ Gammna.

ed.

Scale range-------p to 10,000 d/ 0.5, 5, 50, 500 r/hir

rnin.

Detector_-----Phiosvhor and Phosphor am(.

phiotomiultipli- photom tlt iplier.

ers in probe.

Indlicat ion---------Output lmeter or Output mecter.

hleadph~lone.

W~eight (pound,)_- 12---8 (Inaxilnini). L A

Case dimensions 6i x 3 x 12 -------- 6 x 4 x 10 (ap-
(length rox.).

N height, in)

Both instruments are involved with latter stage_____________
j- development and( prodluctioni engineering under

I // I e A Il I A)'Iim IlI '/l K21,11 hand 
1 

fmd101o (1)11111) direct ion of Burea u of Ships anid Should be readly

(A N (I 'for field test inl 1950.
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* 15.08 Film Baidge r
Dental film size packets, 4j /41 inches not ..

including waterproof coverings.
Useful senhitiviyrif eRengw

Emulsion Maximum Maximum
denait5 of1S density, of 6) ~ *

Ansco non-screen ------------- 0.03-2.0 ---- 7.5 IA

DuPont 502 ----------------- 0.03-3.--------------------.-
Eastman Type K ----- ----- 0.05-1.0 --------- 10
Ansco Super Ray- -- - 0.2-3.0 ---------- 20
DulPont 5521)------ ---------- 0.5-10 --------------- ",'r
DulPont 552a ---------------- 4-20 ------------ 50 '~''I

Eastman type A ------------- 1.0-10 ---- 15
Eastman Cine Pos. 5301 ---- 0.5-80 ---- 250
DuPont 605 ----------------- 10-25---------2,500
Eastmnan Cine Pos. fine grain 40-400 --------- 1, 000

5302.
Eastman Kodalith 6567 ------- 70-700--------
Eastman Kodabromide G-3 - 470-8,000 -- ---

- _ _ _ _ _ _ Eastman 548- double coat --- 2,000-10,000 ----------
- Eastman 548-0 single coat -- 5,000--20,000-- 50, 000

Figue 78 A1!PDR1 I(XN-) apha urvy meer. The sensitivity range of these film emulsions depends upon the choice of
developer. Some nominal values are given which maybhe altered by as much

The sensitive window is to the rear left of the probe iii as a factor of 100 through the use of different developing solutions. lDensi-

the picture foreground. tomneters (see page .35) having a top density reading of 3 have. been in general
photographic use for a number of years. The Weston Electrical instrument
Corporation manufactures such an instrument having a model number 6.
The Ansco lDivision of the Gleneral Aniline and Film Corp. have recently
marketed a Model 12 co)lor densitometer which ran measure a density of 0.

- .. -
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Appendix I.

A-N NOMENCLATURE LIST

The following table lists A-N' numbers for equipments now in field usC or anticipated for use in the *

near future. It should be noted that this is far from a complete listing. .

Nomenclature Instrument AEC No. Mlanufacturer Model Trade or rode name

AN/ADR-1 --------- Airborne gammna dose-------------- ---------------------------------
rate.

AN/ADR-2 --------- Airborne dosimeter. ------- ----- -------------
AN/PDR-2 -------- Ion chamber group (losi NIIC-4A-. Victoreerm-------------- 300 -------- Proteximeter

mecter.
AN,'PDR-3:

IM-91'PD ---- Pocket dosimeter -------- PIC-7A_ Kelley Koett ----------- K-1O00____
INI-9A/PD--- Pocket dosimeter ------- -------------- Kelley Koett ----------- K-110 ----
PP-31 IA/PD_ Charger ---------------- AV-2D)----Kelley Koett ----------- K-135 ---
PP-354B/PD_ Charger ---------------- ------------ Kelley Koett------------

ANj PDR-4:
DT-16/PD----Pocket chamber --------- PIC-2C----Victoreen -------------- 352----
DT-16A/'PD --- Pocket chamber--------- PIC-lB -___Nuclear Instrument and 3340 ---

Chemical Co. k & -A''
PP-316/PD --- Charger-reader --------- iAE-2A ---- Victoreen------------- 287 ------- Minometer. ..

AN/PDR-5:
(IM-lA/PD)~ -- Portable G-MN detector-- 86G%-2B - Victoreen -------------- 263A---

AN/PDR-7:
(1.1-8( )/PD)- Portable G-M detector__ SGNM-4B--- Nuclear Instrument and 2610 ---

Chemical Co. ~-
AN/PDR-8 --------- Portable G-M detector --- ------------- Hoffmnan ------- -----
A N/PDR-8A -------- Kidney shaped G-M1 ------ Radio Corporation of------

America.
AN, PDR-8B ------- Portable G-M% detector---------------- Hoffman------------ -----------
ANXPDR-8C ------- Portable G-M detector --------------- Admiral------------
AN/PDR-9 -------- Beta-gammna ion chain- SIC-4A----Argonne National C2NM10__ Betty Snoop.

be'r. Laboratory.
AN/PDR-10 ------- Portable alpha lprolpor -------------- General Electric ------------------ Poppy.

tional counter.
AN, PDR-11l------- Alpha sci ntillat ion------------- Radio Corp). of America------------

counter.
AN, 1)DII -15 -------- Po'abl~eG dletector...............................................
AN PI)R-18 -------- Gamma scintillation------------- --------------------- -----------------------

AN 1l~lt20--------oimitter. -enrl------------

A D12---_ Beta-gammnua tlescrimi ------- GnrlElectric ----- Zeus.
nat log chamiber. T-

AN PI)1-21:
DiT 35( PD- Pocket citammier --------- PIC-21EL Kelley Koett ---- K-700L - ---
I1'l 13( I'lL.. ( 'arger-reador..- A E\ I It--- Kelley Eoett ---- K-425 ---- -

AN/PDR-26 ----- Portable C-MN detector~ SGMt-iA EI-Tronics------- 3X
A N I'D Ilt 27* - -- ortable (.-MN detector_------ General Electric-_ -

A N I'D It TI I - - lon cl amber shurs-eN----SIC-ISA Kelley Koett-- - - - K-350 - --

AN l'lDI1 TI'2_ Portal.e G-NJ dileltor.. EI-Trouuics___ PR-2
A N VD)1 3-- Ilauul and foot mnuitor--- ('(G M 1711-- Kelley K~oett___ l(-240----
AN U 1)R- 10- Hland and foot muouidtor_ CGNI-T4A_- Radio Cori). of America-, E.NA--2B__

*The ANWlDR-27 was once known as the AN/111R-hE.
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Nomnclewature instrument AEC No. Manufacturer Model, name Tradle or code name

A / Q-1 - - - - - Ganima telenietentig - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

I - 3, I)D ------ Ion chanbersmmrvey -- SIC-9B - Victoreen -------- 247A----
I N-4fPI)-----------Adpmha-bota-gamnina ion SIC-2A- Victorcen -------------- 356- --- Zento.

I-'P-----------Beta-gainmasion ebamber- SIC-7A-. Sylvania --------------- RD-316-- Cutie pie. ~
SIC-7B - Tracer Lab ------------- SlU-1A- Cutie pie.

I MI-7A/PD --------- Drift ineter ----------- --SIC-5A --- Kelley Koett ----------- K-320.- - J
B 1-3), ID ---------- Portable G-Ml detector- SGM-15A- Nationial Technical Lab- NMX-5~ ----

oratories.
INM-40,'PD- --------- Ilon chamnber survey----SIC-15A-- National Trechnjical Lab- NIX-6' ----

oratories. -

I l5'D _- - ---- Pocket dosimecter-----PIC-b A- . 0. BcmnC
IM51 AID ---------- Pocket dosinieter- P'IC-A. Cambridge Instrumient BMI 17400

Co.
PP-354A/PD---- Dosimeter charger ---- Chatham Electronic'.--..
PPl 527 I')--------- Dosimmieter charger ..- AV-7A-k- - I Cammibridge Ijis4trinnietit ---- --

Co.

. . .... . . .-
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APPENDIX II

GLOSSARY OF TERMS CONCERNED WITH RADIAC INSTRUMENTS

Arala nche---- The action within proportional and Dead time---- The time interval between individ-
Geiger counters in which one ion ual counts in which a counter is "
(electron) produces another ion insensitive. "
by collision, these two ions (elec- Densitometer.- Electronic-Optical device used to 'h -
trons) producing still further determine the density (blacken-
ionization. ing) of film badges. X1 VS -V-

ionizrThe ackground countisthat Dosimeter - An ngindividual dosage indicating
Background--- The background count is that...

which is caused by any agency device-more specifically, a
whatever other than the radii- direct reading quartz fibre elec-

tion which it is desired to detect. troscope sensitive to gamma '
For health protection, it usually radiation and about the size of a r
includes the radIiat ions produced futi e.Ohriekonk-r ~ v-cas a pocket dosimeter, a pocketby naturally occur'ring radio-bynaturally an osi radi- electroscope, or a quartz fibre
activity and cosmic rays.dosimeter.

Calibration--- The process of checking and ad- Electrometer A specially constructed vacuum
justing instrument operation tube. tube used for the amplification -
against known sources of radio- of minute currents such as those .. -
activity, obtained from ionization

C(hamber ----- A container in which ionization is chambers.
allowed to take place and in Film badge-... A small packet containing photo- -. -
which all the original ions are graphic film which is used to ... ..

collected-otherwise known as obtain individual radiation dos- -
an ion chamber. age readings. Readings are

(ount -------- A terminated discharge produced primarily of gamma radiation.
by an ionizing event in a counter Geiger counter A low dose rate, high sensitivity
tube. detector of beta and gamma

Counter ------ A device, such as a proportional radiations. It may be either a
counter or a Geiger-Mueller light-weight portable detector or.-

h re a laboratory instrument. Alsocounter, which r ondstoo known as a Geiger-Muelleror
counts individual ionizing cutrcounter...": -'.'..---.' ...
events. Geigerregion_- The part of the characteristic

C(ount rate The instrument used to indicate curve of pulse size as a function
tinter, the rate of counts indicated by a of voltage in which the size of

counting clamber or a propor- the pulse is independent of the 0 0
tional Or Geign't counter. It magnitude and type of radiation
may be used (with 1)oth portable producing the initial ionizing . . . ..

and labora t ery e(tuilpnmnt. event.
Curie -------- The curie is a standard measure of Half life ------ The time required for the disintc- .'--'" -'-

the rate of radioaclive decay gration of a radio-isotope to ' "
equal to 3.7 x 1010 disintegra- one-half of its initial rate of O
tions per second. activity.

. ..- .:.:- ... ..- ,. -:.,- .
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Ionization-... The process by which a neutral cules-the opposite of ioniza- -

atom or molecule loses an elec- tion. .
tron with the remaining ion Recovery time- The time interval after recording
becoming positively charged and a count before the pulses pro- .
the electron and positive ion duced by the next ionizing event ,
forming an ion pair. in the counter are of substan- -

Iottization A high (lose rate, low sensitivity tially full size.
ch am ber instrument for the measure- Region of con- The part of the characteristic .;-:-.'.
s u r v e y ment of gamma radiation- tinous dis- curve of pulse size as a function -
meter. also known as a gamma survey charge. of voltage in voltages higher -* *b- .t -*

mthan those of the Geiger region . X
Photographic The entire operation required to In this region the tube goes intodosimetry obtain individual dosage records a state of continuous discharge

by the use of film badges. This Reg
includes calibration, film devel- ion oflim- The part of the characteristic
opment, densitometry, etc. i ted propor- curve of pulse size as a function

Plateau ..... The roughly horizontal part of the tionability. of voltage in which the gas
co grate as a ft n of amplification depends both up :

counting unction on the numbers of ions produced
voltage curve in which there is in the initial event and upon the
very little change in count rate voltae-(vry-lttleuse)

with change in voltage, ~~voltage (very little use). . .. '.-_ ."---"..- ".'
Pocet hai- Awith change in voltage. Rete

Pocket chain- A non-self-reading individual gain- Roentgen ---- For military purposes, this is a
ber. ma (dosage indicating dlevice unit of dosage for the measure-

about the size of a fountain pen. ment of gamma radiation. This .
Proportional An instrument which counts alpha is the quantity of radiation

et, a tr. n ilstrli~int hichcouts aphawhich, under standard co'~idi-c,,wder, part icles and descriminates wih ne tnadcni '-•-:"-.-:"""'

agailst counts produced by beta tions, produces 2.08 x 10" ion

and gamma radiations. It may pairs per cc of air.
be either a portable or a labora- Scaler -------- A laboratory electronic device
tory instrument, used to record the number of

Proportional The portion of the characteristic pulses from a counter. An elec-
region, curve of pulse size as a function tronic circuit capable of divid-

of voltage in which the size of ing the incoming pulse rate by a

the pulse is proportional to the constant factor so that mechani- - i...

number of ions formed by the cal methods of recording the "
initial ionizing event, pulse may be used.

Quenching- -- The process of extinguishing the Threshold- In the Geiger counter character-
action within a Geiger counter istic curve there are two thresh-
tube. External quenching uti- olds: (a) The voltage below
lizes an electronic circuit. A which no pulses, are recorded is,
self-quench is produced by ac- the characteristic curve thresh-
tion within the counter tube. old, and (b) the voltage at

I? ccnbi,,a- The process of union between which the plateau starts is
tion. electrons and positive ions to known as the threshold of the -_. - .

form neutral atoms or moWle- Geiger region. . .-.
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